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This thesis deals with the development of theories for plates and shells 
of hollow cross section for an elastic material. 
Though hollow clay blocks have been used in Europe, mainly in Italy, for 
structural purposes such as construction of floors, cylindrical and dDubly 
curved shells for over forty years. No reasonable design methods for such 
structures are available. In this thesis therefore attempts are made to 
develop theories applicable to plates and shells of hollow cross sections with 
special reference to hollow clay block structures taking both membrane and 
bending effects into account. 
Theories are developed from first principles using the usual assumptions 
of elasticity. The experimental results are compared with the theoretical 
results to examine the validity of the theories. Three types of problem viz. 
1) Plates, 2) Cylindrical shells and 3) Doubly-curved shells, under various 
boundary conditions and subject to different load conditions are considered. 
All the problems of this thesis are solved by linearising the partial 
differential equations in terms of displacements applying finite difference 
approximations and solving the equations usinc; a Computer. A plate under 
simply supported conditions is also solved using trigonometric series and the 
results compared with those obtained by finite difference. The effects of 
Poisson's ratio on the values of displacements for a cylindrical shell fixed 
at edges and end-arches is described. The effect of the variation of thickness 
of shell on the values of displacements and moments is also included. In 
addition a single eighth order differential equation in terms of radial dis-
placement 1 14 1  for a cylindrical shell of hollow cross section is derived. 
As perspex is considered to be an ideal isotropic materiol the initial 
tests were made on models of plate and cylinthical shell of hollow section 
built of porspex. These tests were followed by tests on plate and cylindrical 
shell built of hollow clay blocks under various boundary conditions subject to 
uniformly distributed load. Sensitive dial gauges and electric resistance 
strain gauges were used to masurs deflections and strains respectively. 
The experimental results are compared with the. theoretical results and 
are shown to be in close agreement, 
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C H A P T E R 	1 
INTRODUCTION 
Hollow clay blocks have been used in Europe for structural purposes for 
over forty years. The main development appears to have been in Italy where 
they have been used for the construction of walls, beams, floors, cylindrical 
and doubly curved shells. Other European countries have also used hollow 
clay blocks for such structures but as yet this formof construction has not 
been developed in Great Britain. 
The use of hollow clay blocks have'the following advantages: 
Simplified shuttering compared to reinforced concrete structures. 
Use of mobile shuttering reduces the shuttering cost to a minimum 
and expedites the progress of construction. 
Saving in dead weight due to hollow blocks without much loss in 
strength. 
Cheapness of the materials compared to reinforced concrete. 
Less reinforcement required compared to reinforced concrete structures. 
Better thermal insulation than a concrete roof due to cavities. 
Therefore, this type of construction is very suitable for countries having 
limited resources in cement and steel and also where thermal insulation is 
one of the major problems. 
Though the hollow clay blocks have been used for structural purposes for 
over forty years no reasonable design methods for such structures are available. 
In Italy, the cylindrical shells are designed as an arch assuming either hinged 
or fixed at supports depending on the support conditions. Tie bars are 
provided along the transverse section to take the horizontal thrust. On the 
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2. 
other hand the hyperbolic paraboloid shells or doubly curved shells are designed 
on simplified methods based on the membrane theory. A number of full size and 
model shells built of hollow clay blocks were tested in Italy to study the struc-
tural behaviour and to arrive at some reasonable design methods, but all these 
attempts were confined to the membrane theory. In most cases, from the mode of 
failure of the structure, the conclusion that these structures behave according 
to the membrane theory have been drawn. However indications have been made re-
garding the 'boundary disturbances' near the edges where large deviations from 
membrane theory results is observed. 
Salvadori (43) analyses translational shells of circular type based on the 
general thin shell theory of Pucher. 	Membrane stresses are obtained using 
finite difference approximations. He compares his analysis with the results for 
a rectangular shell of hollow clay blocks tested to destruction by Farnaci, RDB 
of Piacenza, Italy. Finally he concludes that this method of analysis can very 
well be used for determining the stresses in translational shells though the 
'boundary 	 do exist but only limited to a small shell area. 
Recently Prof. G. Ramaswamy (39) has developed a shape of doubly curved shell 
which he calls a funicular shell in which only compressive stresses develop due to 
the shape of the shell. He also tested a shell of funicular shape built of hollow 
blocks and examined the validity of the theory with the experimental results. 
Dr. Fulton (20) has developed a theory for doubly curved shallow shell of 
sandwich construction where he allows shear displacements between the joints of 
the sandwich, but this does not truly simulate hollow shell construction. flhigge 
(19) gives theoretical expressions for double walled cylindrical shell, but no 
information regarding experimental verification Of thedb5o is available. 
In this thesis therefore attempts are made to develop theories applicable 
to plates and shells of hollow cross section with special reference to hollow 
clay block structures taking both membrane and bending effects into account. 
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the size of the grid used, and by decreasing the size of the grid the accuracy 
of the results can be increased. This is a simple and straightforward method 
but a difficulty arises at the boundary where due to the application of 
finite difference approximations there appear fictitious points whose values 
are to be evaluated considering the boundary conditions. At present a new 
technique known as finite element method is being developed which can be 
used for the solution of plates and shells under various loading and boundary 
conditions. Due to the rapid development of comouter science it appears that 
in future this method will be the most convenient method for solving plate and 
shell problns. 
In this thesis all the problems of plate and shell are solved by linear-
ising the partial dffferextial equations in terms of displacements applying 
finite difference approximations and solving the equations using a computer. 
In addition a plate under simply supported conditions is solved using trig-
onometrical series and the results compared with those obtained by finite 
difference/computer method. 
In shell tests application of appropriate loads is one of the main 
problems. Different arrangements of loading are being used in different 
laboratories depending upon the type of shell to be tested and facilities 
available. 
In the early perioci loading by screeding sands was used for testing 
model shells. In full size shell tests loading by sand bags is the simplest, 
convenient and perhaps the most popular method. In some full size shell 
tests bricks are even used for loading. 
In model shell tests, particularly doubly curved shells, loading by tripods 
isin extensive use bütthjsmethodiscwnbersorneand expensive In the case of 
cylindrical model shell tests loading through multibeams is very often used. 
5 . 
For simplicity and easy availability steel chains are sometimes used. 
In some lahoratories loading by airbags are used for simulating uniformly 
distributed load but this method is expensive. Jacks are used for both 
simulating concentrated and uniformly distributed load. However, every 
method has its advantages and its disadvantages over the other methods. 
Depending on the facilities available in the strnctural laboratories the 
tests described in this thesls loading was done either using model bricks, 
achainof lead-weights or a chain of lead-weights and bags filled with 
aggregate used simultaneously. 
Chapter 2 is divided into two parts. In the first part the theory for 
plates of hollow cross section is developed and plates under three boundary 
conditions viz. (1) Simply supported at the edges, (2) Fixed at the edges, and 
(3) Simply Supported at Corners are solved using finite d Lfference/computer, A 
plate under boundary condition (1) is also solved using trigonometrical series 
and compared with the results obtained by the former method. In part two 
experimental procedure for plates under above boundary conditions are desóribed 
and the experimental results are compared with the theoretical results. 
In Chapter 3 the theory for a cylindrical shell of hollow cross section 
is developed. Initially three partial differential equations of equilibrium 
in terms of displacements U, V and W are developed and then a single eighth 
order differential equation. in terms of displacement W is derived. 
Solution of three types of cylindrical shell of hollow cross section 
under two boundary conditions, viz. (1) Fixed at the edges and at the end-
arches; Length = 2 x Breadth; (2) Fixed at the edges and free at the end-
arches; (a) Length = 2 x Breadth; (b) Length : breadth any ratio, are 
obtained in Chapter 4. 
6. 
In Chapter 5 the experimental details of the shell tests under the 
above boundary conditions are described and the experimental results are 
compared with the theoretical results. 
Three partial differential equations in terms of displacements U, V 
and W for a doubly curved shell of hollow cross section are developed in 
Chapter 6. 
7. 
C H A P T E R 	2 
PLATES OF HOLLOW CROSS SECTION 
PART I 
2.1.1. flTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the equation of equilibrium, in terms of displacement 
'W', for plates of hollow cross section under pure bending is derived. Three 
boundary conditions 
Simply supported on all four edges 
Fixed at all four edges 
and (3) Simply supported at four corners, are considered. 
The theoretical solution of the simply supported problem case (1) is 
obtained by both Navier's method and also Finite Difference/Computer method. 
For cases (2) and (3) only the Finite Difference/ Computer method is used. 
The theoretical results are compared with those obtained experimentally 
using models constructed of perspex and hollow clay blocks. A full descrip-
tion of the experimental procedure and model construction are described. 
2.1,2 DEVELOPIVENT OF THEORY OF PLATES OF HOLLOIf CR035 3iCTION UNDEE PURE BENDG AS 
USED BY TB AUTHOR 
Assumptions 
In developing the theory the following assumptions are made:- 
1. The over-all thickness of the plate is small compared to other dimensions. 
Plane sections normal to the middle surface remains plane during the 
process of deformation and remain normal to it. 
For all kinematic relations the distance of z of a point from the middle 
surface may be considered as unaffected by the deformation of the plate. 
4 	Normal stresses on planes parallel to the middle surface are neglected 
in comparison with other stresses,. 
5. The deflections of the plate are very small compared to radii of the 
curvature of the middle surface. 
Strain Displacement Equations 
Figure (2.1) shows a longitudinal section of a plate element after 
deflection when a normal fibre taat rotated to 'bh duo to bonding, 
similarly for the lateral. direction,.. 	 .. 	 .. 
Referring to Figure (2.1) displacements of a parallel surface can be 
expressed as:- 
U 	- z( ôw/ô x)  
VP 	= - z( ôw/ô y) 	 (2.1.2) 
= w 	 (2.1.3) 
where U, V and W are the displacements of a surface parallel to the 
middle surface. 
The strain.-parallel displacement relationships are:- 
(ou/ox) 	 (2.2.1) 
( 	(oV/oY) 	 (2.2.2) 
= 	(ôV1,/(3x) + ( ou/o) 	 (2.2.3) 
f.1.5 BEFORE bEFORIqAT/ON 
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And therefore substituting for U, V and W in the equations (2.2.1 to 
2.2.3): 
c = - z(ô2W/(3 x2) 	 (2.3.1) 
= - z(ôW/ôy ) 	 (2.3.2) 
- 2z( ô2W/oxoy) 	 (2.3.3) 
Now using Hookets Law and by assumption (4) the stress strain relationships 
ar e: 
For slabs:- 
= 	(E/(i- 	)X( +) 	 (2.4.1) 
= 	(E/(j- 	+ 	 (2.4.2) 
T 	= 
V yx 
T 	= G 
X37 	 (2.4.3) 
where G = E/(1 + )) 
For ribs: 
= E. c 	 (2.4.4) 
= E. 6 (2.4.5) 
For the case of a plate of hollow cross section there are no shearing stresses 
on the lateral surfsces of the ribs, there will he no shearing stress T or
XY 
T yx in the cross section of the ribs and all the tangential shear will be 
carried by the slabs only. 
Consider a section, x = constant 5  of the plate (Figure 2.2). Let b2 be 
the length of the periodic repetition of the shaded part and b 17 be the width 
of the rib. Similarly in the case of a section y = constant of aplat1et be 
the length of the shaded part and bt he the width of the rib. As the normal 
stresses exist in both the slabs and the ribs M and M are integrals of the 
x 	y 
10. 
normal stresses over the entire cross section of the slabs and the rib. In 
order to distinguish then notations 's' for the slab and trt for the rib will 
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Using the equations (2.3.1 to 2.3.3), (2.4.1 to 2.4.5) and (2.5.1 and 
2.5.2) the moments can be expressed in terms of the .iddle surface:-
M= - (K( àW/ )x2 ) + 	K( ) i/o y2 )) 	 (2.6.1) 
M = - (K(o 2W/ô y2 ) +u K(a 2w/o x2 )) 	 (2.6.2) 
M 	= - ( ic(i - ))( ô 2W/(3x ày) 	 2.6.3)XY 
where K, K x and K are the bending rigidities and d3fined by, 
(Efl- I-L 2
)) / 2 dz 
 
K x = (E/(l- p 2 ))  /2 dz + E/ (1) "/h2 ) z2 dz 	(2.7.2) 
5 	 r 
K 	 /L2))/z2 dz + E 11(b'/b1 ) z2 dz 	(2.7.3) 
The equations of Fqui1ibrium (Figure 2.3 and 2.4) are :-
Equilibrium of Forces 
In the z-direction, a/ox (Q) + O/Oy 	
+ 	= 0 	(2.8.1) 
..E5 O.v A iV L f,lEA' r 
Pf7L1Rf: 2 - 3. 
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11. 
Equilibrium of Moments 
About x-axis, ô/oy (Mi ) + ô /ô X. (Ma,) - Q = 0 	 (2.9.1) 
About y-axis, ô/x (M) + o/o y (M) - 	= 0 	 (2.9.2) 
Substituting for Q and Q from the equations (2.9.1) and (2.9.2) to the 
equation (.8.1) the equation of equilibrium in terms of displacement 'W I 
is obtained as follows:- 
- (K( ô/ôx4) + 2K(ôW/ c2 dy2 ) + K( ô/oy4 ))+ P = 0 
(2.10.1) 
In the case of a solid section K x = K = K, and the equation (2.10.1) 
reduces to: 
	
- K((oJ/o x 4  ) + 2(o /(3 x2 ôy2 ) + ( 	p4)) + 	= 0 (2.11.1) 
In compact form: 
K 7 4W = P 	 (2.11.2) 
where IV 	 ( o4/ox) +2(ô 4/o x2 ôy2 ) 
+ ( 	/) 
2.1.3 SOLUTiON OF SILY SUPPORTED PL&TE BY NAVI'S NEITHOD 
The displacement equation of plate of hollow cross section is: 
- (K( o/o x4) + 2K ( ô 	() a y 2 ) + K (a '/ a y 4 )) 
z = 0 
	
(2.11.1) 
For convenience of computation dividing by K and letting c/K 
Ks/K = k" the equation (2.11.1) changes to: 
k'( o/ ox4) + 2(0 /o x2 ày2 ) + k"( O/Oy4) = P/K (2.12.1) 
Applying Navier's method and assuming that the plate is uniformly loaded. 
12. 
Load P can be represented in the form of a double trigonoiietric series: 
(16Po/2) 	(1/mn)sin(ma)sin(ny/b) (2.13.1) 
where m,n  
a,b .length and breadth of the plate 
Po = intensity of the uniformly distributed load. 
Therefore the displacement equation: 
k'(ô/ô x4) + 2( ô/ôx2ôy2 ) + k"(o /a y 2 ) = (16Po/) 
> (1/mn)sin(m/7X/a) sin(noy/b) 
ml n=l 
(2.14..1) 
One of the solutions of this equation to satisfy the boundary conditions is of 
the form: 
W 	 a 	sin(mX/a) sin(nY/b) 	 (2.15.1) 
m:1 nl m 
Substituting for TWI  in the equation. (2.14.1) from (2.15.1) the coefficient 
a follows:-mn 
a 	= 	(16Po/ 6mnK)/(kic(m/a)4 + 2(mn/ab) 2 + k"(n/b) 4 ) (2.16.1) 
Therefore the solution of the equation (2.14.1) is: 
W = (16Po/6K) 	(sin(mX/a)sin(ny/b))/(k'(rn/a) 4 + 
2(mn/ab) 2 + k"(n/b)4 )) 	 (2.17.1) 
For a plate of solid cross section kt = k" = 1. This reduces to: 
W = (16Po/'7 6K) cc 	(sin(mX/a) sin(nY/b) )/(((m/a) + 
1n=1 
2(wn/ab) + (n/b) )) 	 (2.17.2) 
Using this expression for IWI in the expression for moments M and M: 
- (K( ô 2W/ôx2 ) + 	K( ô2W/ôy2 )) 
	
= (16Po/) 	(k'(m/a) 2 + 	(n/b)2 )(sin(mX/a) 
m4nl 	




M = (16Po/) 	
l 	i 	(m/a)2 + k"(n/b) 2 )(sin(th/a)sjn(nnY/b)) 
/(m(k'(m/a) 4 + 2(mn/ah) 2 + k1(n/b)4)) 	(2.18.2) 
And stresses are given by Figure (2-5) 
	
= Md/I 	 (2.19.1) 
= Md/I 	 (2.19.2) 
Therefore strains are given by:. 
c = ( 1,E( 	- , y) 	 (2.20.1) 
- /x 	
(2.20.2) 
In the present case, a plate having the following dimensions and taking the 
first 3 terms of the trigonothetrical series i.e. m = 1,3,5 and n =43,5; 
and X = a/12, y = b/12 and P = 1 are solved (Figure (2-5)), 
abl2inches 
b1 =b2 ljnch 
bt = 0•125 inch 
b" =o 
t1 = 0.06 inch 
t2 = 0,125 inch 
E. = 4.2 x 10 lb/in2 
p. = 0.35 
The values of W, M, 	5. and 	at different positions in the 
plate have been computad using the KDF9 computer and are shown in Figures 
(2-6 to 8.) 
It is to he noted that the above prorrarn is a general one and can be 
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The computer program is included in the Appendix (2-2) 
2.1.4 SOLUTION OF PLATES BY FINITE DIFFERENCE AND COIUTER 
By using the finite difference approximations the higher order differ-
ential equations are reduced to a finite number of simultaneous equations. 
The solutiom of the simultaneous equations being obtained by use of a 
computer. 
The displacement equation for a plate of hollow cross section is: 
k'(o /ôx4) + 2(oJ/ô x2 ôy2) + kT 1 ( ô/ôy4) = P/K 	(2.12.1) 
Referring to Figure (2.5) and APPENDIX (2-I) and taking a = b the displace-
ment equation can be expressed in finite difference apbroimations for any 
mesh point (say) 0, as follows: 
(k'/a4 ) ( 6w - 4W1 - 4W3 + W9 + w) + ( 2/a4 ) (4W0 - 22 W1 + w5 ) 
• (k"/a4)(6W - 4_1AL4W 	+ w12 ) = P/K (2211) 
Rearranging: 
(6k' + 6k" + 8)w0 - 4(k' + 1)(W1 + w3) - 4(k" + 1)(w2 + w) 
• 2(W5 +
6 
 + w7 + w) + k'(W7 + w11 ) + k 11 (W10 + w12 ) 
= (P/K) . a4 	 (2.21.2) 
(Note: It is usual practice to reduce the displacement equation to a non-
dimensional form before using finite difference approximations. The above 
displacement equations were solved in two different ways, firstly, retaining 
its usual form and using finite difference approximation, and secondly, non-
dimensionalising the equation and then using the fin i.te difference approxi- 
mations.) 
15. 
Therefore for n-number of mesh points there will be n-number of equations. 
Assuming loading to be uniformly distributed, the equations thus obtained can 
be written in the form: 
A11 	
Al2 .......... A 	 = J 1 
A21A22 .......... A 2n 




. 	 S S 	 S 5 S . 	 . S 	 S S 
. 	 . 	 . 
S . . 
A 	••*••••S••..... A 	W 	1 ni mi n 
x (PJK ) a4 
(2 • 22.1) 
The equations for interior points of the plate can be written down by 
inspection. But the difficulty arises at points near the boundaries which 
are to be obtained by considering the boundary conditions of the individual 
problem. 
2.1.4(a) Simply Supported Plate 
For a simply supported plate W = 0 on the edge. Therefore the equations 
for unknown values of W are only required for mesh points next to the edge. 
For a point (Figure 2.9) centred one mesh length inside the edge, there 
will be only one fictitious point one mesh length outside the edge. In order 
to evaluate such a fictitious value the expressions for moments M and 
will be used. For a simply supported plate at the edge M = M = 0. 
Therefore 
Mx 	- (( o 2w/ ox2 ) + 	K( 0 /o y2 )) = 0 	(2.6,1) 
or M - x 	x l 	3 	o 
K (W + W - 2W ) - 	K(W2 + W - 2W) 	0 (2,23.1) 
EO 
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46' - ---I 
16.. 
at edge x = 0 11 W = i12 =W4 = 0 
	
... 	Wi = _W3 
Similarly for M = 0 
Having found the values for the fictitious points the set of linear equations 
are written down for all the mesh points in the form of equations (2.22.1) 
The solutions of which are obtained by the KDF9 computer by using a standard 
routine "solve (K)" of the form Ax = B. Since the right hand side of the 
matrix is constant quantity the value for B in the program is used as unity. 
To obtain the true values of W1, W2  etc., each of these is multiplied by 
the quantity P(a4/K). By knowing the deflections W, W 2 •., etc., the 
moments, stresses and strains at any point can be determined. 
Moments: 
M 	- K( o 21,1/ô x2) - 	/ L K ( ô 	ô y) 
- KX(W1 + W 3 ) + 2(K + iK)W - [L K(W2 + w4 ) 	( 2.2.i) 
Similarly, 
= - Ky(W2 + w4) + 2.+ 	K)w - 	K(W1 + w3 ) 	(2.24.2) 
M = - K(i - 	)( ô/dx dy)XY 
)/2 ) 
	-'6 + 	
w) 	 (2 . 4.3) 
Stresses 
(2.19.1) 
= 	Md/.. 	 (2.19.2) 




c = (i/( 6X  - 	6i ): (2.20.1) 
= (1/3 -/L (2.20.2) 
- 	= T/G 	 (2.20.3) 
The above values for the plate solved by Navierts method are computed using 
a computer and the computer prograns are included in Appendix(2.3). It is to 
be noted that while writing down the program, some of the notation is 
changed for convenience. The values of Iii, M, M, M, Crx, 	- and T. 
are shown in Figures (2-10 to 13). 
The values of W, M, M 	, c' obtained both by Naviers .mahcc 
and Finite Difference/Computer method are compared in Figures (2-14 to 16). 
2.1.4 (b) Plate: Fixed on all Four Edges 
The solution of a plate fixed on all four edges is similar to that of 
the simply supported case except that due to the difference in boundary 
conditions the values of the fictitious points one mesh length outside the 
edge are changed. For a fixed plate the slope at the boundary is zero. 
Therefore at the edge, 
(W/àx) = (W/ay) = 0 
or 	(1/2a)(W1 - W3 ) 	0 
i.e. 	141 = 
and 	(1/2 ) (1,12 - 144) = 0 
i.e. 	WW2  = 
In the case of a fixed edge conditton the fictitious points W l  and W2 take 
the valuesof +143 and +W4 respectively whereas in the simply supported case 
iC/IV/ 	 /iPEf/VCK /.i'A7W0c 
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the values are -.W3 and 144 respectively. 
Having obtained the values of the fictitious points the set of linear 
equations are written down as before in the form of equations (2.22.1). 
Solutions of which are obtained by using the computer as explained' 
previously. 
2.1.4(c) Plate.Free at Four Edges, Supported on Four Corners 
Again a similar procedure is used as in the previous cases bat this 
problem is more complicated due to the' f&ct that there are too many fictit-
ious points. Both in the x and y directions, for each displacement equation 
there will be 3 fictitious points one mesh length outside the free, edge and 
1 fictitious point two mesh lengths outside the free edge. The'fictitious 
values are obtained as follows: (Figure (2-17)). , 
On the free 'edge, conditions are: 
My = - K y ( ô2w/ oy2) - 	K(ô 2W/ô x2 ) = 0 
= K(W2 +- 2W) + 	K(W1 + a3 - 2W0  = o 
.. 	2(1 + K1 )W0 - 	- 	- K1W3 	 (2.25.1) 
where K1 	/LK/Ky 
Taking the origin at (1) and (3) values for fictitious points (7) and (8) 
are obtained as: 
= + 2(1 + Icr) W1 - W5 - K 1 W 9 	' (2 • 25.2).' 
= -K1W + 2(1 + K1 )w3 - - K1W11 (2.25.3) 
Using M x = 0 at the edge, values of the fictitious points (1), ..(5) 
and (a) follow: 
x 
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19. 
W1 = 2(1 + K2)W 
0 	3 
- W - K2W - 1C2W4 	 (2.25.4) 
W o 5 	2 
- K ItJ + 2(1 + K2)W2 - 	- K2W10 	 (2.25.5) 
W 8 = - K 2 o W + 2(1 + K2 )W4 - - KW 2 	
(2.25.6) 
where K2 = /' K/K 
2(a) 	Q + ô M/Ô x = 0 	 (2.26.1) 
or K(o 3W/a y3 ) + K(2 - i )(ô 3W/a x2 ôy ) = 0. (2.26.2) 
or K(W10 - 2W2 + .2k 4 - W12 ) + K3(W5 - W8 - 2 + 2W4 
+ w6 	w,) =0 	(2.26.3) 
whereK3 = K(2-) 
from which 
= 2(1 + K4)W4 - 2(1 + K4)W2 - K 4(W7 + w8 - 	- w6 ) + 
where K4 = 5/K 	 (2.26.4) 
y 
In thisexpression for W12 , afictitious value two mesh lengths outside the 
free edge values of W4, W7 and W8 are the fictitious values. Substituting 
for W4, W7 and W8 as already obtained, the fictitious value of"12  becomes: 
12 = 	+ K4)(1 + K1 ) + 2K4
K1 ) w0 - ( 2(1 + K4)K1 + 21(4(1 + 
-4(1 + K4)W2 - (2K1(1 + K4) + 2K4(1 + K1))W3 + 2K115 
	
+ 2K4W6 + K4K1119 + 1110 + K4K1W11 	 (202605) 
Similarly the fictitious value 119 , two mesh lengths outside the free edge 
can be obtained by using the condition: 
Q + (ôM/ôy) = 0 	 (2.27.1) 
And the fictitious value is: 
= (4(1 + K2 )(l + K 5 ) + 2c2K5 )W0 - ( 2(1 + K5 )K2 + 2(1 + K2 )K5)W2 
-4(1 + K 5 )W3 - (2K2(I + K 5 ) + 2(1 + K2 )K5 )W4 
+ 2K5 rJ + 25W7•; +Ic2KWjb + W 1 + K2K5W12 	(2.27.) 
20,. 
Having found the values of the fictitious points the displacement equation 
for each mesh point in finite difference approximations are written down in 
the form of the equations (2.22.1) and the solutions of these.. eeuaions 
are obtained using a computer. Using the same procedure as before values • 
of M, 	M, 	' 	and T for the plate used in case (1) areXY 
computed and are shown in Figures (2-18 to 21).. 
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21. 
A P P E N D I X 	(2-1) 
FINITE DIFIERCE APPROXIMATIONS 
The finite difference equivalent can be derived using a Tay1oxs Series. 
The following are the finite difference approximations for any quaritity 




2W/ 	x ) = 	1/2a( W1 - 	 ) 
10 
1/2b(w 2 4 
- w ) 
6 	'2 r - - + - - 	 5 




- 2W 	+ W 3 ) 
0 
. 11~ - 3 - 	 Q 	. 1. 9_,. 
a X 
(W/ c y2 ) = 	1/b 2 (W2 - 2W0  + W4) 
L -- 	
8 
( 	2TJ/)Th = 	l/LRb(W - W, + w 	- 12 
= 	 - A +2W3 
( W/y3 ) 	 1/2b3 (w10 - 2W2 + 2W4 - w12 ) 
( 3w/ x2 	) 	 = 	1/2ab ( w + 6 - 2142 - W8 - W7 + 21- 4 ) 
( 3w/ x y2  ) 	 = 	1/2ab (w5 - W6 - 2W1 + W8 - W7 + 2W2 ) 
(ZJ/x4) 	= 	1/a4(6 - 4W1 - 4W3 + W9 + w11 ) 
y4)o 	= 	61,,i 
- '2 	
414 + W1 
+ 
(/x2y2) = 	l/ab2(2W - 2(W1 + w2 + 	+ w4 ) + 
(w5 + W6 + W7 +  1Y) 
22. 
C H A P T E R 	2 
PART II 
2.2,1 INTRODUCTION 
Before applying the theory to a plate built of hollow clay blocks it 
was decided to apply the theory to plates of hollow cross section built of 
strips of perspex cemented together. As perspex is considered to be an 
ideal isotropic material it was decided to test the perspex model and examine 
the validity of the theory, After this a plate built of hollow clay blocks 
was tested. From these test results it c3ulcI be visualized how far the 
behaviour of plate of hollow clay blocks deviates from the theory which is 
true for an ideal isotropic material.. 
2.2.2 PERSPEX MODEL 
2.22a Construction of Model 
Strips of me inch width were cut from 1/16th inch thick perspex sheet. 
To facilitate the running of cement along the joints, the strips were 
champhered at both edges as shown in Figure(2.. 	A drawing board was 
used as the mould for building the plate. Strips of double faced cellotape 
were stretched on the board and the strips of perspex were placed on them.. 
Cellotape was used for two purposes viz. (1) to prevent the flowing down of 
cement through the joints and (2) to keep the perspex strips in position. 








the first run were roughened by using a triangular file and sand paper. 
The cement was run for the second time along the joints. After the cement 
dried the joints were brought down to level by using sand paper. To fix 
the ribs, cementwas spread on the joints and on one face of the kin x 
perspex strip. The later strip was placed on the joint facing the cemented 
face and a steady pressure was applied, till the cement dried (Figure 2.23) 
Similar procedure was adopted for the remaining strips. For building the top 
slab of the plate a sufficient amount of cement was run on the kin x in 
ribs and also on the edges of lJn wide strip (after rubbing with sand paper) 
after which thel in strip was placed in p63ition, bridging the two subsequent 
kin ribs and kept under constant pressure till the cement dried. Excess 
cement at the joints were chipped out and cleaned (Figure 2.24).. 
Similar procedure was followed for the rest of the strips. The Votches 
formed at the joints due to charnphering of 1 in strips were made rough and 
cleaned and cement was run along the joints. The following day after 
rubbing and cleaning the depressions ceient was run again to fill up the 
joints and the joints were rubbed down to level by using sand paper 
(Figure 2.25 	) Plate (2.1) shows the finished hoflow plate before 
testthg. 
It is to be noted that before applying cement at.. any place, it was 
roughened by sand paper and thoroaghly cleaned with Acetone. I.C.I.'s 






2.2.2b Strain Measurement 
Electric resistance strain gauges of foil type, 85JL, made by 
Saunders Roe were used for measuring strains. The size of the gauges used 
were kin x kin with a gauge length of kin. The surface of the plate where 
strain gaies were to be fixed was rubbed with sand paper and cleaned with 
Acetone. The gauges were fixed to the plate with Phillips quick hardening 
strain gauge cement PR 9244/04. Four strain gauges were fixed on the under-
side of the plate, locations of which are shown in Figure (2.27). Four 
strain gauges were also fixed on a strip of perspex to act as compensating 
gauges. Savage and Parsons strain recorder was used for measuring the 
strains with a voltage of 5 volts the sensitivity being 2.5/ 
2.2.2c Testing Procedure 
2.2.2d Simply Supported at all Four Edges 
Four pieces of 2in x 2in x 3/161n size angles were cut at 450 angle at 
both ends and welded together to form a square frame (Figure 2.26) to give 
a span of 12 inches between the upstand legs. The upstand legs were made 
levelled by filing and rubbing with emery paper. The frame was clamped 
finally to steel trestles. For ioading model bricks were used. Before 
placing the loads a sheet of foam rubber was spread on the top of the olate 
so that the load was evenly distributed. 
The strain recorder was balanced and zero adjustment made. To allow for 
creep, readings were taken 20 minutes after the loads were applied. The 
strain at any point at any load stage was read directly from the strain 
recorder using the relation: 
25. 
e = (1/Aj(l/100n)(n(l00R/R)) 
(]/,\)(l/lOOn)K 
o e = strain 
= Gauge factor 
n = sensitivity factor 
chosen as 1, 2 and 10 
K = n(100.AR/R) 
reading on strain recorder. 
The strains at different load intervals are plotted in Figure (2.27), Table 
-4).& F.igY2.2) shows the comparison between the theoretical and experi-
mental results. 
2,2.2e Free at Edges Supported at Four Corners 
In this case the plate was placed on four *in diameter stainless 
steel balls placed at the four corners. Loading was applied by using cast 
iron weights. Here also foam rubber was used between the plate and the 
weights. Rest of the procedure was similar to that of simply supported 
case. 
The strains at diff'ent load intervals are plotted In Figure(2.29) 
Table(2.2)and Figure(2.30) 	show the comparison between the 
theoretical and experimental results. 
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26. 
TABLE: 2-1 PERSPEX PLATE - SII4PLY SUPPORTED AT EDGES 
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STRAINS 
strain Location of Strain (/() Remarks 




__________ Deviation from 
- 	No, (From Graph)  - 
920 
Theor. results 
1 7 798 -13.25% 
2 1 1160 1280 - 9.4 % 
3 1 1245 1300 - 4.25% 
4 10 1050 930 +12.9 % 
Load Intensity = (4.6/144 lb/in 2 from Graph)x(144/4.6) = 1 lb/in 2 
TABLE; 2-2 PERSPEX PLATE - SUPPORTED AT FOUR CORNERS 







Strain (AE) 	 Remarks 
Experimental 
From Graph)€ Theoretical  
Deviation fron 
Theor. results 
1 7 Not Recorded 
2 1 2040 1850 +10.03% 
3 1 2000 1920 + 4,15% 
4 10 920 1230 -25.2 % 
it 
Load Intensity = (1/36 1b/in from Graph) x 36 = 1 lb/in 2 
TABLE: 2-3 CLAY BLOCK PLATE - FIXED AT EDGES 











(FromGraph)3€  T resul 
1 1 9.38 10.35 - 9.37% 
2 10 6.75 6.36 + 6.13% 
3 7 6.7 6.31 + 6.18% 
4 24 3.5 3.93 -10.94% 
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27. 
2.20 PLATE BUILT OF HOLLOtJ CLAY BLOCKS: FIXED AT ALL SIDES 
2.2,3a Construction of Model 
A plate fixed at all four edges was built by using 1/6th model hollow 
clay blocks of la-in x li-in x un thick (approx.) size. (Plates 2.2 & 3) 
As it is very difficult to obtain a perfect fixed condition, it was 
decided to build the plate on a shuttoring and then to cast the edge beams 
on walls. Four interconnected 4-in thick brick walls with corner pillars 
were built to a height of 4 feet spanning 2 ft 6 inches inside to inside 
in each direction. Perforated bricks were used as the top course of the 
walls for fixing the shear connectors between the wails and the edge beams 
(Plate 2.4). Openings of 1 ft 9 inches x 2 feet high with steel channels 
as lintels (Plate 2.5) were kept on two sidos of the walls for observation, 
.lywood of in thickness was used as shuttering and in order to facilitate 
its removal the shattering was divided into two parts and screwed on the 
underside to two 4th wide wooden battens. The shattering was supported by 
wedges and props fixed from the bottom so that the shutteri'ng could be 
removed without disturbing the plate after it was built. Square grids 
were marked on the shuttering for alignment and also to guide the location 
of the plain hollow clay blocks to which the strain gauges were to be 
attached. Before starting the construction mould oil was applied to the 
huttering and its level checked. 
Bottom reinforcement was placed during the construction of the slab. 
The method of cementing the c]ay blocks together, is shown in Plates 
2.6 & 'i), where the bottom reinforcamont along the longitudinal joints can 
Plate: 2-2 
I. 

















also be seen. Half—size blocks were used for stacring the transverse 
joints. After two days the top. of the slab was brushed with a wire brush 
and the joints were cleaned to prepare for top reinforcement. The top 
reinforcement was placed and the joints were filled with aertar (Plate 2.8). 
Plates(2.9 & J.D)show the details of the slab including transverse section 
at edge and also the reinforcement of the slab. 
Reinforced concrete edge beams of 40in x 6in deepwere cast embedding 
2in of slab inside them e Vertical roinforcent bars were used as shear 
connectors between the edge beams and the walls. Plate(2.11)shows the 
finished slab with edge beams. Proper care was taken for curing of slab 
and beams. 
The mortar used was in the following proportion: 
Cement 	300 gr: 3. 
Sand 	900 gms. 
Water 	175 c.c. 
Cement used was ferro cement and sand was Leighton Buzzard No:21. 
2.2.3b Strain and Deflection Measurements 
Electric resistance straLn gaugoJ, of 4 nos. TML FL 10 and 2 nos. 
PC 10 type, of 120fL resistance having 10 mm gauge length were used for 
measuring strains. The surface of the plain blocks in the plate were 
rubbed with sand paper and cleaned with Acetone. The strain gauges were 
fixed with PS cement as recommended by the manufacturer. The locotion of 
the gauges is shown in Figure (2.31). 	8 nos. FL 10 strain gauges were 
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P/CL'P.f.2-32. L OCA TION OF DIAL CA LIGES 
29. 
The strain gauges were covered with polythene sheets to prevent the gauges 
from dr%f.. For recording the strains a 10 channel data logger was used. 
(Plate 2.5). A voltage of 5 volts was applied across the bridge. 
The plate was built of clay blocks cemented together with mortar and 
thus due to the high strength of the blocks the strain on a block.. 
might not be the strain of the structure as a whole at that location... 
Strains recorded would be the local strains on the clay blocks. Therefore, 
it was decided to measure the deflection as well at four points(Figuro 
2.32). 	The deflection at any point iould be the deflection of the 
structure as a whole at that point. Plate(2.12)shows the arrangement of 
the dial gauges placed below the dab for measuring the vertical def1ection 
2.2.3c Testing Procedure 
Loads of 60 lbs distributed over the surface of the plate wag applied 
at each stage. For the first two load stages i.e. up to 120 lbs. lead 
weights (each of 0.2 lb.) were used. Up to 480 lbs. loading was applied 
by bags filled with stone chips each weighing 4 lbs. (Plate 2.13). Then 
cast iron weights were used up to a total load of 660 lbs. 
Before starting the experiment all the strain gauges ware balanced 
i.e. readings of the strain recorder were brought to zero. The initial 
readings of the dial gauges were noted. Readings were tatcen twice at every 
load stage, once just after applying the loads and next one 20 minutes after 
applying the loads, to allow for creep. However there was no large dif-
ference - between the two sets of readings. The test was repeated after an 






Unfortunately no reliable strain readings were obtained during 
the tests. 
The deflectjons at different load interials.' are plotted in 
Figure (2.34). 
Table(2.3)and Figure (2.35) 	show the comparison between the 
theoretical and experimental results. 
2.2.4 DETERMINITI0N OF YOUNG'S MODULUS FOR PERSPEX BEAM OF HOLLOW SECTION 
In order to determine El value and hence Young's Modulus a bejn of 
hollow cross section 3 in wide was built cementing 1 in. wide strips of 
1/16 thick perspex as slab and *in x *in strips as ribs spaced at 1 in. 
centre to centre. The beamwas tested as simply supported and two con- 
centrated loads were symmetrically placed Figure (2.36) . 	The value 
of Youn&s Modulus thus found was 3.9 x 10 5 lbs/in2 against the theoretical 
value of 4.2 x 10 lbs/in , specified by the manufacturer. 
2.2.5 DETERMINATION OF THE El VALUE FOR CLAY BLOCK STRUCTURES 
In order to determine the El value six beams were built. Four of 
these were built by cementing the blocks longitudinally using top and 
bottom reinforcement. Three courses of blocks were used to give a width 
of approximately 4 in and length of 26 in. (Plate 2.6 & 14). The remain-
ing two beams were built.by cementing the blocks transversely, without 
any reinforcement, to simulate the construction of the plate. Here also 
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27 in. approximte1y. The above two types of beams were built and tested 
in order to take care of the difference in bending rigidity of the plates 
in two directions. ?iain clay blocks were used for fixing the strain 
gauges. 
El values were determined by applying two point loads at the quarter 
spans. (Plts 2.15 to 17). The experiments were repeated three times to 
determine if creep was present. Since the section of the beams are not 
perfeetly symmetrical, El values wer. also determined by testing the beams 
aftcr turning them upside down. The Jower value of the two i used for 
calculation. 	Figure (2.37) 
El Values (minimum) fun by xr - rinert or 	follows: 
El value for the first type of beam 	2.74 x 10 lb.in2 
El value for the second tyoc 	beam = 2.54 x 10 lb.in2 
Therefore EIlt/EId 	1.08 
2.2.6 	C0NCLU3tQN3 
2.2.6a, LE•FLX PLTE 
i) The values of doflections, moments and straseos obtained by Navier's 
ethod and Finite difference method are in good agreement although there are 
minor dif.:erencos at tho central zonc and near the boundaries. The values 
obtained by Navior's method et the central zone are a ljttic higher than 
those obtained by Finito difference method but the reverse is true near the 
boundarjos In Navjcr's method only three terms of the trigonometric series 
as used and this might be one of the reasons for the higher values at the 
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mentioned above and also due to the mesh-size and presence of fictitious 
points in Finite difference method. Use of higher terms in Navier's method 
and use of smaller mesh size in Finite difference method would reduce the 
discrepancies. 
ii) The comparison of the values of strains obtained by the theoretical 
calculations and by experiments are in close agreement. The probable reasons 
for slight discrepancies might be due to (1) variation of bending rigidity at 
different sections of the plate due to cementing of the strips and also 
workmanship (2) possible faults in the supports used during the tests and 
(3) method of loading. The discrepancies in the case of a plate supported 
at all four cournere are of an opposite nature to those of simply supported 
at the edges condition. This might also be due to the reasons mentioned 
above. 
2.2.6b. PLATE BUILT OF HOLLOW CLAY BLOCKS 
Here also the experimental results are in close agreement with the 
theoretical results. The slight discrepancies might be due to (i) Workman- 
ship (2) Support conditions and (3) Method of loading during the test. 
2.2.6c. 	It has been shown that the theoretical expression for olates of hollow 
cross section are in good agreement with the experimental results for the 
model tested. It would have been interesting to compare the results 
obtained from full scale tests but the author was unable to find any 
published results for comparison. 
33. 
Note: In all theoretical computations for perspex plate a value of YoungTs 
Modulus (E) was taken as 4.2 x lO lb/in2  as specified by the manufacturer. 
Since by testing a beam of hollow cross section the value of E was found 
as 3.9 x 105 lb/in2  the theoretical results were corrected accordingly 
while comparing with the experimental results. 
'PENDIX: 2-2. 











read (E ,M,S1 ,B2 ,B3,T1 ,PZ ,a,b ,P) 
K(1)= (2E*('r2P3 - T1t3))/3 
K(2)= 2E*T143*B213D1 
K(3)= 2ET143*B3/3B1 
K(4) K(1) + K(2) 
Jc(5)= K(1) + K(3) 
x(6)= K(1)/(1-44 2 ) 
K(7)= x(6) + Ic(2) 




x(i.z)= K(11)/ir 2 
K(13)=( '/)(I4))*E 
K(14)=( 'r2/K(5))*E 
caption *4 K(1) * to 64 K(14) *4 





cyclo 1= 0,1,12 
xa= i/12 









cycle m= 1,2,5 
cycle n= 1,2,5 
A ( 9in(m*n*xa)*sjn(n*r*yb))/(m*n*(I(9)*((m/a)$4) + 2*((m*n)/(a*b)) 2 + 
B A*(K(9)*(m/a) 2 + M*(n/b) 2 )*K(6) 
C= A*(M*(m/a) 2 + K(10)*(n/b) 2 )IC(6) 
W = TI + A 
MX= MX + B 
MY= MY + C 
repeat 
poat 
caption xa 	yb **$ '3 W$444 MX i*$$* MY *4* SX 	 SY IkI 
print(xa,1,3) 
spaces (2) 
print (yb , 1,3) 
spaces (2) 




printfl(K(11) *MY ,6) 
spaces(2) 
printfl(K(13)*K( 11) '°'ix ,6) 
spaces (2) 




end of program 
420000 0.35 1 •0 0.125 0,0 0.0625 0.125 12.0 12,0 1,0 
* **z 
APPENDIX : 2- 
C(I4PUTER PROGRAM FCR STRESSES & STRAINS Ff11 SIMPLY SUPPORTED PlATE 





ption U L is the length of the plate (square) 
caption 64 h is the mesh length 
caption MX,MY,M are the moments 
caption ij BX,BY,I3XY are the stresses 
ption i CX,CY,CxY are the strains 












read ( h,PR,E,b1,b2,b3,t1,t2,p) 
d= p*(h$4) 
cycle i= 1,1,36 
read (w(i)) 
w(i)= d*(W(i)) 
caption * W * 




D= (E/(j - PR 2 )) 1 (2/3)*((t2)$3 - (tl)13) 
1)1= D E*(2/3)*(b2/bl)*((tl)$3) 
1)2= D + E*(2/3)*(b3/bl)*((tl)p3) 
dl= DuD 
d2= 1)2/1) 
a = dl 
I) = PR 
o = 2*(dl + PR) 
4 = p*(hl) 
o = d2 
f = 202 + PR) 












A(12)= (2/3)*((t013 - (ti)$3)/(t2) 
A(13)= A(12) + (2/3)*(b2/bu)*((ti) 1p3)/(t2) 
A(14)= A(12) + (2/3)*(b3/bu)*((tl)p3)/(t2) 
aaton M A(1) i to A(14) 4$ 





MX(l)=2*a*V1(3) + 2*b*w(2) - c*w(1) 
MX(2)=2*a*W(5) + b*(w(4) + w(i)) - c*w(2) 
MX(3)=a*(W(6) + i(1)) + 2'b*W(5) - c*w(3) 
... ,.. ••••.•.S....... 
..,.................. 
MX(35)=aW(32) + b*(11(36) + w(33).) - c*w(35) 
MX(36)=a*W(34) + b*W(35) - c*W(36) 
37. 
+ 2*b*W(3) — fi(i) 
MY(2)=e*(lrl(4) + w(i)) + 2*h*W(5) — f*1y(2) 
MY(3)=2*e*14(5) + b*(w(6) + w(i)) — f*vJ(3) 
•bs . S S. 00.5005 S S 	S • 5 0 C 0 0 0 C 0 0 	0 S 
•• • S • • S 5.5 	 S .• •S e• SC 00 0 $ e 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MY(34)=o'w(32) + bx(w(36) + W(31)) — f*w(34) 
w(35)=eot(w(36) + w(33)) + bw(32) — f*w(35) 
MV(36)=e'w(35) + b*iY(34) — fw(36) 
u(5)= w(13) — v'4) + w() — w(6) 
M(8)= w(13) — W(7) + 11(2) — w(9) 
M(9)= w(iq) — si(8) + W(3) -• w(lo) 
•S5555555 	SSSS 555.SS000 
•SSSSSS•SSS•SS•SS.S.... 0000 




MX(i)= .41X(i)/h 2 
MY(i)= -MY(i)/ h 2 
M(i)= —(1_PR)s?.1(i)/ h 2 
repeat 






CX(i)= 1/E(13x(i) — pR*cy(i)) 




caption 44 MX ib1ib MY II4$ M MWW 13X WWW BY 	 BXY 4*4 















caption $6 CX $$*$4 CY sMsssss CXY '14$ 
cycle i= 1,1,49 
print fl(cx(i),4) 
Spaces (3) 
print tl(CY(i) .4) 
spaces(3) 
print fl(cxY(i),4) 
newl thea (2) 
repeat 
newlines(4) 
end of program 
39. 
d a t a 
* **z 
40. 
A P P E N D I X 2-4 
STRENGH OF HOLLO1 CL1Y BLOCKS AND MORTAR CUBES 
Hollow Clay Blocks 
A number of tests were carried out to find out the crushing strength 
of blocks along the longitudinal direction. Arrangement of tests is shown 
in Plate (2-18) and Table (2-4) shows the results obtained. For some of the 
tests the ends of the blocks were machined whilst the remainder were tested 
as supplied. Tests were conducted. with and without a layer of plywood at 
the top and bottom of the block. 
The high crushing strength might possibly be due to the fine grinding 
of the clay neceseary for the manufacture of the model blocks and those 
high values may not be obtained for the full size blocks. 
Mortar 
Table (2-5) shows the crushing test results on 1 inch cube mortar 
after 28 days. 
Plate: 2-18 
ha. 
T A B L E 2-4 
CRUSHING STRENGTH OF ClAY BLOCKS 
Crushing_load_in_Tons  
Serial 
Machined Unmachined No. - 
W 	plywood 	tWithout plywood 
__________ With plywood 
1 4.53 5,3 3.08 
2 5.20 1.1 4.84 







10 4.7 	- 
TABLE 2-5 
CRUSHING STRENGTH OF MORTAR CUBES 
Serial Number Size of Cubes Crushing load 
in Tons 
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C H A P TER__ 
THEORY FOR CYLfl'JDRICAL SHELLS OF HOLLOW CROSS SECTION 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The shell problem is a three dimensional oneand the theory of 
elasticity will he used for the solution. There are a nunther of theories 
for such a problem developed by different authors. As the different 
authors develop their theories making assumptions and approximations at 
different stages it is very difficult to compare the theories and to assess 
the relative effect of the a3sucnptions and approximations on the theories. 
However, Davies (12 ) compares the theories of cylindrical shells 
developed by Love, FlUgge, Tiinoshenko and Donnell. He consideres all 
the five relations viz. (i) Strain-Displacement, (2) Parallel-Surface 
Strains to Middle Surface Strains )  (3) Stress-Strain, (4) Force-Moments 
?nd (5) Equations of Equilibrium which are being used by all the authors 
and compares each of the above relations at various stages to assess the 
effect on them due to the assumptions and approximations by the authors. 
From his comparison it appears that (1) Strain-Displacement relation-
ship used by FfligFe is more accurate than other authors, on the other 
hand (2) Parallel Surface Strains to Middle Surface Strains and (3) 
Stress-Strain relations used by Love are more accurate that Flilgge and 
other authors. Both Love and Fligge use the same expressions for (4) 
Force-Moment and (5) Equilibrium Equations which are more accurate 
than those used by Timoshenko or Donnell. 
Zienkiewjcz ( 55 ) discusses the re1ati7e accuracy of the Displacement 
Equations developed by (1) FThg'e, (2) Timoshenko and (3) Donnell-Karman- 
43. 
Jenkins. After thorough examination he concludes that though D.KJ.'s 
equations are used extensively in Britain due to their simplicity and 
though both D.K.J.'s and Timoshenko's equations are used as a basis for 
American Society of Civil Engineers' Manual but equations developed by 
Ffligge are the most complete and accurate. 
It is to he noted that equations derived by Donnell are the simplified 
version of the equations developed by Fltfgge. 
McNamee (31) discusses the theories developed by Dischinge", Aas-
Jakobsen, BSR.S., D.K.J., Finsterwalder and Schorer. Though the equations 
derived by Finsterwalder and Schorer are simple and easy to 'work with but, 
(infortunately these have a very limited range of application. 
Application of a theory to a cylindrical shell of hollow cross 
section will be complicated due to the differential properties along 
the longitudinal and transverse directions due to its hollow cross section. 
Therefore, though Flugge's theory seems to be complete and more accurate 
due to the possible complication mentioned above the simplest theory, 
i.e. Donnell's theory, will he used in this chapter. 
3.2 DEVEIOPNT OF TORY OF TIIDT CILRLDIRICALT SiMLLOFHOLLO CROSS SECTION 
AS USED B AUTHOR 
In order to develop a theory it is essential to make some assumptions 9 
The following are the assumptions made by the author while developing the 
theory for cylindrical shells of hoflow cross section. 
Overall thickness of the shell is srnallcomparedto the radius. 
Plane sections normal to the middle surface remain plane during 
the process of deformation and remain normal to it. 
44. 
For all kinematic relations the distance z of a point from the 
middle surface may be considerd as unaffected by the deformation 
of the shell, 
Normal stresses on planes parallel to the middle surface are 
neglected in comparison with other stresses. 
All displacements are small and they are negligible compared 
with the radii of the curvature of the middle surface. 
The ratio z/R can be neglected compared with Unity. 
Having made the above assumptions the next step to develop the theory 
is to obtain the relationships connecting 
Middle surface strains and changes of curvature with the dis-
placements of the middle surface. 
Parallel surface strains with middle surface strains and changes 
of curvature. 
Normal and shear stresses with parallel surface strains. 
Forces and moments with normal and shear stresses. 
Forces and moments in the form of the equilibrium equations. 
Three partial differential equations connecting the displacements of 
the middle surface and external forces are obtained by successive substi-
tution of one relation to another, mentioned above. An eighth order 
differential equation in terms of displacement 'U' can be obtained from 
the three displacement equations by successive differentiation and 
substitution of one into others (Appendix 31), 
Strain—Displacement Equations 
Figu.re(3—I)shows a longitudinal section of a shell element where a 
normal fibre 'aa' extended by direct stresses to tbbl and rotated due to 
bending to 'cc', 
c\ lb 	 a 
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45. 
Due to the assumption z/R O i.e. z/R is neglected, Figure(3-2) 
shows the transvez's& section of a shell element. 
From Figures (3.-I & 2) the epressions for c3J.eplaoements of' a 
parallel surface are: 
U - z( dW/ô.x)  
VP 	V - z( ôW/o y)  
W 
where U, V 	and W 	are the displacements of a surface parallel to thö 
middle surface. 
Since 
= ova X (3.21) 
= 	(a v/o yi 	- 	(w1,/R) (3.2,2) 
= 	(ÔV/Ox) 	+ : au/ày) (3.2.3) 
Therefore, substituting for U, V 	and'W 	from equations (3.1.1.to 3.1.3) 
to (3,2.1 to 3.2.3), the expressions for parallel surface strains in terms 
of middle surface strains reduceto: 
= 	(OU/Ox) 	- 	z( O/Ox2 ) (3.3.1) 
(ày! ày) '- 	 ( 0 2W/0y2 ) 	- (33.2) 
(a U/ ày) + (a V/a x) - 2z( O1J/OxOy) (3.3.3) 
Now using the assumption (4) i.es the stress 	G 0 nrd 'using HOok's Law 
the stress-strain relations follow; 
= (E/(i-. 	i2)X 	+ 	LL  
(E/_)( 	+ (3.492) 
TT 	= 	G1 	'. 3.4.3) XY 
where .G E/2(1 + 
46. 
For the slabs Hookets lab: is represented by the equations (3.4.1  to 
3.4.3) but for the ribs we have simply, 
= 
x 	x (3.4.4) 
= E ( 	 (3.4.5) 
It is to be noted that due to the difference of the elastic laws for 
the one-dimensional and the two dimensional parts of the shell normal 
stresses 	or 	along two adjacent fibres of the rib and the slab 
will not be the same. 
The forces Q and lycan be eliminated from the equations of 
equilibrium. Since Q and 0 are related to stresses T and T , x 	y 	 xz 	.Vz 
therefore T and T (Figure 3-. 3 ) are not required to derive thexz 
displacement equations. 
Consider a section y = constant of the shell (Figure 3- 4).Let b1 
be the length of the periodic repetition of the shaded part and bt be the 
width of the rib. As normal stresses are present in both the slabs and 
ribs, N and My are integrals of the normal stresses over the combined 
cross sections of the slabs and the rib. In order to distinguish them 
the notations 	for slab and trt  for rib to the lower end of the integral 




+ f 	(b'/h1 )dz 	 (3.5.1) 
s 	r 
and 	M 	 z dx + f(bt/b1 )z dz 	 (3.5.2) y 
Now consider the section x = constant (Figure 3-5). As before let 
b2 be the distance of the adjacent ribs and measured on the middle surface 
and b" be the width of the rib. The notations s' and 'r' to the integral 
sign are used as before. 




As z/R is considered to be small and hence neglected; then: 
N 	 dz 
+ f 	(bht/b2 ) dz 	 (353) x 
and 	N= /6 z dz + 	 dz 	(354) x 
S 	 r 
Since there are no shearing stresses on the lataral surface of the ribs, 
	
there will be no shear stress T 
xy 	yx or T in the cross section of the ribs 
and all the tangential shear will be carried by the slabs only. Therefore 






fT dz 	 (3.5.5) 
S 
N 	= M = I T z dz 	 (3.5.6) xy yx 	V 
The stresses in terms of the strains can now he obtained using Hooke's 
Law and then using the kinematic relations, the strains, are obtained in 
terms of U. V and W. 
Following this procedure in detail and using equations (3.3.1 to 
3.3.3), (3.4.1. to 3.4.5) and (3.5.1 to 3.5.00 the forces and moments can 
be expressed in terms of the middle surface displacements. 
N 
x 	x 	 x 
D (ÔU/ôx) + D(oV/ay 	.T/R) —S (ôw/o x2 ) 
- 	ô 2y ) 	( 3.6.2). 
N 
y 	y 
D (a v/a y - w/R) + A D ( a u/a 	
y 
x) - S (ô 21/  a y 2 ) 
- 	s( a -w/a) 	(3.6.2) 





= S ( ou/a x) - K(o 	i/ ox2 ) + 	S(C) r/ Oy) - 	K( oi/ 0y2 ) x 
- s(w/R) (3.6.4) 
M 2 	2 = S ( a v/ a y - 	- K ( o / o 	) + S (0 u/ Ox) y y y 
- K( 	o21,.,7/ Ox2 ) (3..5) 
M r =M 	(i - 2 )( OU/Oy + OV/Ox) -K(1- ki )(oi/ 3x Oy) yx 
(3.6.6) 
where D. D x 	y 
and D 	are the extensional rigidities and defined by: 
= E1- 2) f S (3.7.1) 
D = E1 2 I dz + E f 	() dz (3.7.2) 
D = Mi- u2 / dz + E f () dz (3.7,3) S r 
S, S 
x 	y 
and S 	are the rigidity moments and defined by: 
S E/(i- 2) /z dz (3.7,4) I 
S 
S = Mi- 112





s /(r, AL 
2) J/"z dz + E / ()z dz (3.7.6) 
s r 	1 
K, K 
x 	y 
and K 	are the bending rigidities and defined by: 
K 	= Ei- 
/ 	
z 2 dz 
K 2) 
S 
(2 dz + E f () z2 dz (3,7,) S r 	2 
K E1- 2 ) 1 2 J 	z 	dz + E/ 	
(.111 z 2 dz (3.7,) 
S r 1 
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If a symmetrical section of the shell element is assumed then the rigidity 
moments S, S and S, all become zero. Thus the assumption of a symmetrical 
cross-section of shell element reduces the forces and moments to the 
following expressions: 
= D( a u/ ô 	+ 	D ( a v/ a y  
Ny 	y 
	
D (ÔV/ôy - W/R) + 	12D(ÔU/ôx) 	(3.8.2) 
N = N 	= (i - 	)( au/a y + 	av/a x) 	(3.8,3) XY 	yx 
x 
= - (K x ( a2 i,'a x2) + g K( ôI/ôy2 )) 	(3.8.4) 
M 	= - (K (a 2ii/a 2 ) + 	c( ô1/ôx2 )) 	(3.8.5) y y 
M = M 	= - K(1 - / )( aI/ ox Oy) 	 (3.8.6) 
From Figu.res (3-6 & 7 ) the equations of equilibrium can be 
written as follows: 
Eauilibrium of Forces 
In the x-direction, 	a /ax(N 
x ) 	o/Oy yx (N ). - Px 0 
	(3.9.1) 
In the y-direction, 	O/Oy(N y ) + 	a/ a 
xy 	y 
x(N ) + P 	0 	(3.9.2) 
In the z-direction, 	O/ax(Q) + a/a() + N/R +z = 0 
(3')'3) 
Equilibrium of Moments 
About the x-axis, 	o/aY(M) + 	/ Ox(M) —Q =0 	(3,10.1) 
About the y-axis, 	a/a y(M) + 	a/ ay(M) - Q = 0 	(3.10.2) 
YX 









From the equations (3.10.1 and 3.10.2) Q andare obtained in terms 
of M 
x y 	xy 	 x 	y 
, M and N and substituting these values of Q and Q in the 
equation (3.9.3), the equations of equilibrium reduce to three as follows: 
O/Ox(N) + 	 +x 	
0 	 (3.11.1) 
O/Oy(N) + a/a x(N) + P = 0 	 (3.11.2) 




= 0 	 (3.11.3) 
Substituting the values of N , N , N , N , H and H from the equations x y xy x y 	XY 
(3.8.1 to 3.8.6) to (3.11.1 to 3.11.3), the three equations of equilibrium 
are expressed in terms of three displacements U. V and W as follows: 
D(0 2U/0x2 ) +(l + 	)( oJ/oxoy) +(i 0 2U/0y2 ) 
- (uD/RX ow/a x) +x 0 (3.12.1) 
- 	)( o/o x2 ) + (i + )( o 2u/o xOy) + D(a 2v/o y2 ) 
_(D/ROW/Oy) + P = 0 	(3.12.2) 
(D/RX ou/Ox) +/ROV/Oy) —(D/R2)1L - K( OT/Ox4 ) 
- 2K( oJ/o x28 y 2  ) - K( o/oy4) + 	0 	(.i2.3) 
These are the three basic equations of equilibrium in terms of three 
displacements U, V and 1i, for shells of hollow cross section. To get a 
clear idea about the ratio of strength along two directions (x and y) 
and for the convenience of computation, 
Let: D zdI.D 








Substituting the above values of D x , y 
D , x 	y 
K and K in the equations 
(3.12.1 to 3.12.3) and dividing the equations (3.12.1 and 3.12.2) by D 
and the equation (3.12.3) by K the equations of equilibriun reduce to: 
d(ô 2  Ij/3 x 2  ) +((1 + A )/2Xa 2v/a xay) +((i - 	)/2X o 2U/oy2 ) 
- @ /R(ô i/ ox) + PID = 0 	 (3.13.1) 
((1- 	)/2X OV/Ox2 ) +((i +A )/2o 2U/oxoy) + d"( 02V/0y2 ) 
- (d"/R)(OW/Oy) + P/D =0 	(3.13.2) 
( A c< /a OU/Ox) +(d"/RXO V/Oy) - (d" 2 )w -k'(O'I/O 
- '2(Of/(3 2 Oy2 ) - k"( OJ/Oy4) + P/K = 0 (3.13.3) 
These displacement equations apply to cylindrical shells of hollow 
cross section and are the equations used in Chapter 4 for obtaining 
solutions by' application of the finite difference/computer method of 
analysis. 
For cylindrical shells of solid cross section previous authors have 
followed two approaches. Their equations have been expressed either in a 
form similar to the displacement equations shown above or as a single 
eighth order difforentii equation in one variable (usually the radial 
displacement). Since the equivalent eighth order equation has not been 
previously derived for shells of hollow section a derivation is givon 
in the appendix. 
52. 
AP P E N D I X3-1 
DERIVATION 	OFEIGHTH_OFp DIPFD:REwIIAL EQIJATION 
FOR 	CYLINDRICAL 	SHELL OF HOLLOW 	CROSSSECTION 
Let A = - (/2/R) (ow/ ox) + PID 
B = _(dtl/R)(OW/O y) + P/n 
and c = 	
k' (OW/OxL) + 2(OLW/0 x2  ày2 ) + k"((3W/Oy) 
+ (d"c/R2 )W - P/K) 
Substituting A, B and C in the equations (3.13.1 to 3.13.3)and 
differentiating the eiation (3.13.1) with respect to y: 
d': ((3 U/Ox2 ày) + ((i + /2)/2) (0 3 V/ôxOy2 ) + ((1 - ) /2) 
(0 3 U/0y3 ) + OA/Oy = 0 	 (3.14.1) 
Differentiating the equation (3.13.1) with respect to x: 
d' 	(o 3 U/Ox3 ) + 	((i + /2)/2) (o3 v/ox2 o) 	+ 	((i - 
(oU/oxy 2 ) 	+ 	 = 	0 (3. 14 .2) 
and 	02 /oxay 	(equation 3.13.3): 
(f2cç/R)(0 3 U/ox2 ay) + ( dt!o/R)(O3V/OX(3y2) + (0 2 C/oxoy) 
= 0 	 (3.15.1) 
Multiplying the equation (3.15.1) 	by (i + 	)12 and the equation 
(3.14.1) 	by (d"cç/fl) and subtractingone from other: 
- ((i + i)12)(ia1R)1 (0 3 U/Ox2 Oy) + (d"cVR) 
((1 - 14/2)(o3U/oy3) + (dt a/R)(OA/ (3y) 
- ((i + i)/2)(o 2 C/oxoy) = 0 	 (3.16.1) 
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Now by d/ôx (3.14.2), d/dy (3.14.1) and ô 2 /oxôy (3.13.2): 
(ÔL U/axL) + ((1 + ) /2) (dV/dx3 ôy) + ((1 - ) /2) 
(oLU/ox2oy2) + d2 A/dx2 	0 	 (3.17.1) 
d' (o u/ ox2 0y2 ) + ((1 + 	/2) (01.  V/(3x o?) + (( i - /2) /2) 
(OU/Oy) + o2A/oy2 	= 0 	 (3.17.2) 
((1 - /2)12)(oLv1ox3oy) + ((i+ /2)12)(oLU/0x20y2) + (d") 
(oLv/oxoy3) + 0 2 B/oxoy = 0 	 (3.18.1) 
Multiplying the eqtion (3.17.1) by (1 - ) and (3.18.1) by 
(1 + /t) and subtracting one from other: 
1u)d')(O'U/Ox) - (2/.j)(LU/x2y2) - ((1 + /2) d") 
(OLV/(3xOy3) + (1 - ) ( o2A/ 2 ) - (i + ) ( o 2 B/oxoy) 
0 	 (3.19.1) 
Multiplying the equation (3.17.2) by 2d" and adding to (3.19.1): 
((i - /2)d1)(oLTJ/ox) 4..  (2(d1d - /2))(oLU/0x20y2)+ 
(d"(1 - ))( ou/O) + ( 1 - /-i)((3 2 A/Ox2 ) + (2d') 
(O 2 A/0y2 ) - ( i + t) (O 2 B/OxOy) = 0 	(3.20.1) 
Let E = 	(1 - )(O2 A/Ox2 ) + (2d")(02 A/oy2 ) - (i + 
	
(02 B/OxOy) 	 (3.21.1) 
F = (d"(/R)(A/y) - ((1 + f2)/2 )(02 C/oxoy) 	(3.21.2) 
= (d'd"a/R) - ((1 + /2)12)(/2c4/R)  
ç = (d"c/)(l - /2)/2 	 (3.21.4) 
= (1 - /2)d' 	 (3.21.5) 
= 2(d'd" - /2) 	 (3.21.6) 
= d"(l - /2) 	 (3.21.7) 
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Rewriting the equations (3.20.1) and (3.16.1): 
	
.+ vj(o L U/ox2 oy2 ) + 	( aU/ôy) + E = 0 	(3.20.2) 
(o3 U/ox2 oy) + ç(o 3 U/oy 3 ) + F = 0 	 (3.16.2) 
Now ô/ôx 	(equation 3.16.2).: 
j3(ô7 U/ôx 6 oy) + C(ô7U1ôxoy3) + oF/oxL = 0 	(3.22.1) 
and 	ô'/ôy (equation 3.16.2): 
(a7 U/ox2 oy5 ) + (-(o7u/oy7) + okF/oyL = 0 	(3.22.2) 
and 	ô/ôx 2 ôy 2 (equations 3.16.2): 
j8(ô7 U/ôxôy 3 ) + 	ç(o 7 U/ox2 oy5 ) + ô4 F/ôx2 ôy 2 = 0 (3.22.3) 
Again, 	ô3 /ôx 2 8y (equation 3.20.2): 
(- (o7 u/ox 6 oy) + r(.ô7 U/ôx'ôy 3 ) + 	( ô7 U/ôx 2 ôy 5 ) 
+ ôE/ôx2 ôy 	0 	 (3.23.1) 
ô3 /ôy 3 (equation 3.20.2): 
6'(ô7 U1ôxôy 3 ) + 	r(ô7 U/ôx 2 ôy 5 ) + 
+ ô3 E/y3 = 0 	 (3.23.2) 
Now multiplying equations (3.22,1) 	by 	ó 	and (3.23.1) 	by 
and subtracting one from other: 
9i) (o 7 U/oxoy3 ) - j3(ô 7 U1ôx2 ôy 5 ) + 	( ôF/ôx) 
- 	1S(ô 3 E/ôx 2 ôy) = 0 	 (3.24.1) 
Multiply equation (3.22.2) by e and adding to equation (3.24.1): 
(óç 	)(ô7U1ôx1ôy3) + 	ç(o 7 u/oy 7 ) + 
- 	13(ô3E/ôx2ôy) + 	(&F/ôy) = 0 (3.25.1) 
Multiply equation (3.23.2) by 	and subtract from equation 
(3.25.1): 
55. 
- 	 /Wr (o7U/oxoy) -. 	 C1r(67U/ôX2ôy5) + 8(P/ôx) 
- 	 /3(a3 E/ox2 oy) + 	(oI4F/yL) - 	 ç(a3 E/oy3 ) = 0 
(3.26.1) 
Multiply equation (3.22.3) by 	and adding to (3.26.1): 
o'( &'F/ôx') + tr (o'P/ôx2 ôy2) - p (o3 E/ôx2  ôy) 
- ç(?L/ôy3 ) + 	(ôF/ôy) = 0 	 (3.27.1) 
Substituting for A. B, C, E, F, j8 p ç, 	r and 6 in the 
equation (3.27.1) and dividing by (i + )/2 and rearranging: 
(k'd'(1-))(ô8W1ôx8 ) + 2{d'(1-/.L) + k(dd1I_I2)1(o8W/ox6 oy2 ) 
+ [d'(l-)k" + 4(d'd"-) + d"(1-/2)k'J (a8W/&x"oy') 
+ 2 [(d' d"-)k" + d" (i-p)] (a6 w/ax2 ày 6 )+ Ed" (1-/2)k"] 
(O8 1V/ôy8 ) +{(a(1_41R2 )(d t d tt _ 2 )](ôi W/ôx . ) 
= ( 1_)/2)(oP/ox) + 2 (d'd' t _/2)(oP/ox2  ày2 ) 
+ d" (i-,4 (oP/oy)] -(a/D)[(l+) (à 3 P/àx3 ) 
- d" (i-4 (&; /ôxôy2 ) + 2d! d"-/2(1 ~12) ( à3 P-/ôx2 ày) 
+ d"(l-/2) (à3 P/ôy3 )1 	 (3.28.1) 
This is the eighthorder differential equation in terms of 
deflection 'W' for a cylindrical shell of hollow cross section. 
For a cylindrical shell of solid cross section assuming 
Poisson's ratio /2 = 0, ci' = 1, d" = 1 5, k' = 1 9 k" = 1, and 
a = 2/t2 then equation (3.28.1) reduces to: 
o8W/ôx8 + 4(à8W/ôx6 ày2 ) + 608W/ôxôy) + 4(ô 8 W/ôx2 ày6 ) 
+ à8 W/ôy 8 + (12/R2 t2 )(ô'W/ôx) 
= (l/I{(ô'P./ôx'+. + 2(o'*P./ox2 ay2 ) + ô'P/ôy') 
- /(2(ô3P/ôx2ôy) - ô3 P Jôxà? + ô3P/ôy3)J 	(3.29.1) 
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Or in compact form: 
V8W + (12/R 2 t2 ) (&'W/ôj&) = ( 12/Et3 ) [ vP - (2/R) 
(ô3P/ôx2 ) + ( l/R) (o3P/ 
ôxôy2) - (1/P)(o3P/oy3)] 
Which is the single eighth order differential equation in terms 
of displacement 'W'n1y for solid cylindrical shells in the form 
derived by Jenkins. 
57. 
C H A P T E R 	4 
A1\1ALYTICAL SOLUTIONS OF CYLINDRICAL SrLL 
OF HOLLOW CROSS SIgCT ION 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In chapter 3 the governing equations for a cylindrical shell in terms 
of the three displacements U. V and VI have been derived and a single eighth 
order equation in terms of tilt  only is also derived. The eighth order 
equation is unsuitable for the application of numerical methods for approxi-
mate solution. Unless the equations are expressed mathematically within the 
form of fourth order differential equations these are not suitable for 
solution by numerical methods. Therefore in this chapter three governing 
equations in terms of U. V and V of which two are second order and one 
fourth order are used for numerical solutions. 
Using the finite difference approximations the diferential equations 
are reduced to a finite number of linear simultaneouG equations. These 
simultaneous equations are solved using a computer. 
In this chapter three types of problems are solved: 
a) Fixed at the edges and at the end-arches; the length of shell is equal 
to twice the width, (for a model shell of porspex). (Figure 4.-1). 
h) Fixed at the edges and free at the end-arches; length = 2 x width; (for 
a model shell of perspex). (Figure 4-2). 
c) Fixed at the edges and free at the end-arches; length:width any quantity; 




if/C LIRK :4'-3. 
/ 
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4.2 FflITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONS 
For convenience the displacement equations are expressed in non-dimensional 
form and then expressed in finite difference form, using the finite difference 
expressions included in Appendix 2-1, The non.imensional displacement 
quantities U, V and W are defined by.  
= U/B 
V = v/B 
= W/B 
where B is any convenient dimension, here 
the width of shell. 
The non-dimensional displacement equations are: 
d'( ô/ôx2 ) +(( l -)/2X (3/3y2 ) + 	+ A )/2)(o/a xôy) 
- ( tL B/RXôW/ôx) = 0 	 (4.11) 
((1 -)/2X ô/ôx2 ) + d"( (3/ôy2 ) +(( +)/2)(ô/ôxôy) 
-(d"B/RXoT/oy)+.(P/D)B = 0 	(4.1.2) 
k'( o/ax4) + 2( ô/ôx2 ôy2 ) + kT1(ôr/ôy4) - aB3/RXo/o x) 
- (d"aB3/RXoV/Oy) +(daB4/R2 )! 
- (P/K)B3 = o 	 (4.1.3) 
The bar denotinr a non-dimensional displacement will no longer be used, 
true values of U, V and W will be obtained by mtiplying the computed 
values of U, V and 12 by B. If a' and b' are the actual grid lengths along 
x and y directions respectively then a = al/B and b = b'/B are the non-
dimensional grid lengths (Figire 4-4). The above displacement equations, 
at a mesh point 0, in finite difference expressions become: 
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(d' /a2X U, - 2U0 + U 3 ) + ((1 - a )/2b3(u2 - 2U0 + U4 ) 
+ ((i + )/8ab)V5 - V6 + V7 - v8 ) - (L2B/2RaXW1 - .13 ) 	0 
(4.2.1) 
/2 )/2a 1 - 2V0  + '3) + (d,"/b2 (V2 - 2V0 + v4 ) + ((1 + )/8ab) 
(115 	116 + 11,7 - 	-. (c1"B/2R)(W2  - 144 ) + (P/D)B = 0., 
(4.2.2) 
(k' /a6 - 4W1 - 4W3 
+ 
11 + 14 1 ) + (2/a2b2)( 0 - 2W - 2112 - 2W3 - 2W4 
+ 115 + 116 + 	+ w e.) + (k"/b'X 6110 - 4!, ,12 	4114 +10  + 1112) 
_(/2a B3/(U1 - 113) - (dra B3/2R(V2 - v4 ) 
+(d'aB4142)w - (/1)B3 = 0 	(4.2.3) 
Let a/b = c and mtipiying equations (4.2.1) by b 2 , (4.2.2) by a2 and 
(4.2.3) by a2b2 and re-arranging; 
+ 2dT/c 2 )110 +(d!/c2)U1 	+ ((1 	/2)/2 ) 112. + (d'/ 2 )U3 
+ ((1 - 	)/2)114 	+ ((1 + /2)/8eT5 - v6 + v7 - v8 ) 
- (/2 Bh/2RcXW1 - .! 3 ) = 0 	 (4.3.1) 
+ 2d"c 2 )V0 + ((i -/2)/2)V1 	+ dttc 	+ ((i -/2)/2)V3 . 
+ dfTc2V+ ((i + /2)C/XU5 - U + U - 115) - (d"Bhc 2/2R) 
(112 - 144 ) 	-(P/D )Bbc2 	 (4.3.2) 
(6kt/2 + 6k"c 2 + 8 +(d" c/RB42b4 )w - 4(k!/c2 + 
- 4( k" c2 + 1 )w - 4( k'/c 2 + Qw3 - 4( k" + 1)114 + 2 (w + 
+ 117 + 115 	(k t/2  )119 + k u  A i + (k'/c2) W11 + k" c2W10 
-(a/2R)B3cb3 (U  _113 ) -i"a/2RB 3c2b3 (V2 - v4 ) 
PJK)B3c2b4 	 (4.3.3) 
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4.3 I€TROD OF SOLUTION 
The method of solution of the above equations are similar for all the 
boundary conditions (a), (b) and (c) except that some of the coefficients 
are different for the different bo.undry conditions. The solution of.each 
individual problem is discussed separately. 
The developed surface of the shell is partitioned into a number of grids 
of convenient length. Since the shell is symmetrical in both the x and y 
directions, only one quadrant of the shell is considered for solution. 
Though by inspection it could be seen that U = 0 along x = 0, and 
V = 0 along y = 0, initially, values of U and V along x and y respectively 
were not assumed as zero. But from the results it was found that the values 
were nearly equal to zero, fractional values of U and V along x = 0 and 
y = 0 respectively might be due to the discrepancies arising due to the 
aoproximations assumed to eliminate the fictitious values. Horever in final 
computations the values of U along x = 0 and V along y = 0 were taken as zero. 
Each nodal point is numbered starting from the ordinate. As the local 
computer has a small storage capacity, care is taken to minimise the amount 
of storage required and also the amount of typing. After a few trials the 
system of numbering shown in Figures (4-.4 & 5) proved to be worthwhile. 
Although the three displacement equations contain U. V and N terms, it 
is convenient to refer to the first as the U-equation, the second as the V-
equation and the third as the W-equaton. At each nodal point the equations 
(4.3.1 to 4.3.3) are applied and three linear equations are obtained for 
each point. Therefore for n-number of nodal points there are 3 n-number of 
equations, n-number of equations for each of U, V and N equations. The 
equations for the interior points of the shell can be written down by 
inspection. But the difficulty arises at points near the boundary which 
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are to he obtained by considering the boundary conditions of the individual 
problem. However, the sets of equations can he written in the form: 
U-.equations 
	
TT 	 1. 	1- 	 t 	 TI 	 11 -
ln 
a11 a12 e..a 	U + 	
l2 •••U1 V C11 C12 ••SC] 	V 	- 
(4.4. 1 ) 
. 	 . 	 . 
a 	a 	b 	b I 	 c 	0 n1 an ni nnj nl 
V-eqations: 
d 	d12 ...d 	U + e
11  e12 ...e 	V + f 	f12 ...f11J 	p11 
. 	 . 	 S 
d 	 p 	
(4.4.2) 
ni 	nn ni 	nn 	ni 	na 	y - - n 
I'J-equations: 
g11 g12 ***gln U + h11 h12 •..h 	V + k1 . k12 ...k 	
= 
gnl 	0nn 	h 1 	h 	 n1 	k 
i4here a11 ,a12 ..., h 11,b12 ..., c11,c12 ,.,, etc., 
are the coefficients of U, V, Wond p ., 
yl 
., etc., are the load terms. 
1 
In compact form, 
AU + BV+ ow = o 	 (4.5.1) 
DU + EV + FW = P 	 (4.5.2) 
J + H\J + KW 
= z 	 (4.5.3) 
For convenience of solution U-terms in U-equations, V-terms in V-equations 
and W-terms in W-equations are kept on the left hand side and the remaining 
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terms are transferred to the right hand side. 
AU = -By - CW 	 (4.6.1) 
EV = P - DU - FW 	 (4.6.2) 
KW 
= 	
- GU - 17.1 	 (4.6.3) 
Since the i-equEtions contain the large-st coanonent of the load and the W-
displacements are the largest, they are considered first .?ni1e solving the 
above equations. Initially i-eouatiors are solved by assuming U = V = 0. 
Substituting the values of ti,?  thus obtained and assuming V = 0 in the U-
equations, values of tUl  are obtained. Finally values of V' are obtained 
by solving the V-equations after substituting the values of Al and 'U' 
already obtained. Thus the first cycle is completed. 
In the second cycle the values of U, V and W obtained from the first 
cycle are used and more accurate values of U :. V and W are obtained. 
Thus the accuracy of the values of U, V and W can be increased by 
increasing the number of cycles. 
The ihole operation of computation is performed by using a combination 
of standard programs which were first suitably modified for a KDF 9 computer. 
It is to he noted that in order to use the computer program the 
eqatuions (4.6.3, 4.6.1 and 4.6.2) are written in the fol1owin forms 
[c J W 	L D } 
{E]U 	= [F] 	 (4.7.1) 
[G]v 	= [H] 	 (4.7.2) 
where[C] 	K 
[E} = A 
IGJ = E 
[] =z - GU - HV 	(4.8.1) 
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[F] = - BV - OW 	(4.8.2) 
( GJ = Py - DU - FW 	(4.8.3) 
This method of solution of the equations is adopted in all the three problems. 
4.4 BOUNDARY CONDITONS 
The state of stress in a shell can not be completely obtained by solving 
the differential equations in terms of displacements U, V and W unless they 
are subject to boundary conditions. Irn, other words, stresses c:annot be 
obtained, until certain number of relations hetwaei the forces, moments, and 
displacements of the elements at the supporting edges of the shell are 
specified. The interaction of the boundary elements with the shell is one of 
the most difficult problems of the shell theory. Not much work has yet been 
done on this aspect. In most of the cases the shell slab and the supporting 
members are treated separately. bhile determining the moments in the shell, 
the supporting edges are considered clamped and the aoaients and shears on 
the egde beams determined treating the entire load on the shell to he trans-
fexed to the beam as transverse shear forces. 
However, in this chapter, keeping in mind the amount of analytical work 
and available facilities of testing, to boundary conditions viz. (a) Fixed 
at the edges and free at the end-arches, and (b) Fixed at the edges and at 
the end-arches, are considered. 
4.5 CYLINDRICAL SHELLS HAVING A LENGTHAJIIYTH RATIO OF TWO 
The method discussed below is applicable to any cylindrical shell which 
has a length/width ratio of two and the assumed boundary conditions. 
The plan of the shell is divided into 128 square mesh, 32 in each 
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quadrant, thus making mesh lengths at = b' and hence a = h and a/b = C = 1. 
(Figure 4-4). Therefore the non-dir!lensional displacnent equations (4.3.1 to 
4.3.3) in finite difference form for a nodal point 0 become: 
- (1- 	+ 2d')U 	+ d 1 U1 + ((i -bL 	+ d'U3 + ((i -)/2)u4 
+ 	 + tL  
- (i Ba/2R)(J1 - J3)= 0 	 (4.9.1) 
+ 2d" )v 	+ (( 1 	i )/2 )V1 , + d'V2 + ((1 - )/2)v3 
+ d"V4 + ((l+)/8)(u5 -u6 +u78 ) 
- (d"Ba/2R)(1,12 - 1-14) = (- P/D) Ba 2 	 (4.9.2) 
(6k' + 6k" + 8. + ( d" (X/R2 )B4a4 )U 	- 4(k' + 1) 141 	4(k" + 1) 1,12 
- 4(k' + 1) 	- 4(k" + 1) W4 	+ 2(1J5 
+ 6 
+ V7 + T )8) + k'W9 
+ k"W10 + k'T1J11 + k"W12 - ( (x/2R)(1-3 3a)(U1 - U3 ) 
- (d"a B3a3/2R)(V2 - v4) = PJK) B3a 	(4.9.3) 
4.5a Fixedat the adaes andat the end-arches (Figure 4-4) 
For the above boundary conditions at the edges and at the end-arches: 
1. W = 0 (4.10.1) 
2. U = 	0 (4.10.2) 
3. V = 	0 (4.10G) 
4. ÔW/ôx = 0 (4.10.4a) 
w (4. l0 4b) 
5. oi/oy = 	0 (4.10.5a) 
: =W (4.10.5b) 
Substituting the values of the fictitious points, the sets of U. V and W 
equations are written down in the form of the equations (4.4.1 .to 404.3) and 
the solutions obtained using a computer. The computer program is included 
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in Appendix 4-4 
The program is written in a general for so that cylindrical shells of 
any size having the length equal to twice the width, of any cross-section, 
material & Poisson's ratio, under any load intensity can be solved by this 
pro gras only by changing the spi:ropriate data. 
For the perspex shell the following data was used. (Figure 4-6). 
Length 	 30 in 
Width 	 = 	15 in 
Radius 	 = 	. 15 in. 
Mesh Size 	 = 	1.975 in. square 
= 	0.125 in. 
= 	0.1875 in. 
1)1 	 = 	1.00 in. 
b2 	 = 	0.0 in. 
b3 	 = 	0.125 in. 
Poisson's Ratio 	= 	0.35 
Young' s Modulus 	= 	1 lb/sq. in. 
Lead 	 = 	1 unit load/sq.in. 
In order to obtain thetr Lie displacements the 'elues obtained fro the 
program must be multiplied by (applied load/eq.in ),/Youngt s Modulus. 
The displaccrnontsU,V and W at different nodal points duo to a unit load/ 
sq.in . with Young's Modulus = 1 lb/s.q.in. are hon in Figures (4-7 & 8) 
4.5b Fixed at the edges and free at the end-arches igp 45 
This problom is more complicated than the previous one though the 
procedure of solution is the same. In the x-direction, for each displacement 
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edge and 1 fictitious point two mesh lengths outside the free edge. The 
fictitious values are obtained as follows: 
At the fixed edges: 
W 	= 	0  
U 	= 	0  
V 	= 	0 (4.11.3) 
ÔW/ôy 	= 	0 (4.11.4a) 
U2 	= 	t•14 (4.11.4b) 
At the free edges: 
N 	= 	o (4.12.1) 
i\T 	= 	0 (4.12.2) 
XY 
N 	= 	0 (4.12.3) x 
H 	= 	0 (4.12.4) xy 
. 	= 	0 (4.12.5) 
The above five conditions are not indeoendent. 	M 	can Ic coupled with 
XY 
to give Qx  + /o y() 	= 	0, and with N 	to give N 	- 	= 	0 
Therefore, the five conditions can be reduced to the foflot..ring four 
boundary conditions: 
N.. 	= 	0 (4.13.1) 
N 	- 	= 	0 (4.13.2) 
H 	= 0 (4.13.3) 
= 	0 (4.13.4) 
Neglecting the tercn M,/R, since it is very small compared to 	and  XY 
expressing the above equations in terms of displacements: 
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D(ôTJ/ox) + 	D(ôV/ôy -I'/R) = 0 	 (4.14.1) 
(D(1 - /i)/2)( ou/ y + ÔV/ôx) = 0 	 (4.14.2) 
-K. (o 	ô 	- 	K( o 	o y2 ) = 0 	 (4.14.3) 
-K (ô 	ô 	- (2 - 	) K ( d 	a a y2 ) 	= o 	(4.14.4) 
Dividing the equations (4.14.1 and 4.14.2) 
and 4.14.4) by tKt and expressing the-se in 
(d'/2a)(U1 - 113) + (L/2a)(V - v4 ) 
(1/2a)(U2 - 114) + (1/2)( 111 - v3 ) 
'/a2 ) (W + 	- 2W) + ( /a 
(k! /2a3 )(W7 - 2W1 + 2113 - 11) + 
+ 2W3 + 118 - L) = o  
by tflf  and equations (4.14.3 
finite difference form: 
(/2/R)w 	0 (4.15.1) 
0 	 (4.15.2) 
+ 114 - 211) = 0 (4.15.3) 
- )/2a3)(W 	 11 5 - 6 - 2  
(4.15.4) 
Therefore re-arranging the terms in the above equations the following 
fictitious points are obtained: 
From eqn.(4.15,1), 111 = 133 - (i/dT)(v2 -v4) + (2ai/Rd')W 
(4.16 .1) 
From eqn.(4.15.2), V 1 = V3 - U2 + 114 	 (4.16.2) 
Fr:m eqn.(4.15.3), 
Origin at 0, 	W, = (2(kT + )/kt )w - 	- ( IL /k' ) ( 1!l2 + 
(4.16.3a) 
Origin at 2, 	115 = (2(1:' + i)/kt )t2 	6 - ( /k' )(w0 + 10 
(4.16 • 3b) 
Origin at.4, 	(2(k' + )/k' )w4 - 	- ( u/k' )(W + 12 
(4.16.3c) 
From equation (4. 15.4): 
119 = (?(k' + 2 - )/k' 	- 143) - ((2 - i)/kt ) ( w - W( + 118 
- 1!1) + T,T 	 (4.16.4a) 
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In this expression for 149, a fictitious value two mesh lengths outside the 
free edge, values of W12  TJ5  and W are the fictitious values. Subtitu.ting 
for TWI, W5and 18  already obtained, the fictitious value of W becomes: 
U =W + ((2 + 8k' + 12 	- 62)/k'2)w + ((42 - 811 
- ct)/kt 2 )(1J2  + i 4) + 	- 	- 8)W3 + ( 2(2 —)/k') 
(1'36 + 	+ ((2 	2)/k12)(W10 + 112) (4.16.4b) 
After obtaining the fictitious values, the displacement equations for each 
mesh point in finite difference form are written down in the form of the 
equations (4.4.1 to  4.4.3). The solutions of the above equations were 
obtained using a cohputer program similar to the previous example. 
Data used in the previous example are used in this example also. 
The displacements l V and W at different nodal points are shown. in 
Figures (4. 9 & 10). 
Figures (4. fl 	to 4. 13 	) show the comparison between the displacements 
for case (a) and (5). 
For a concentrated load at any point, the load is considered as 
uniformly distributed over a single mesh area. Only the equations at the 
surrounding node contain a non—zero value for the load terms. 
Data used in this case also are the sane as the previous example except 
that here unit concentrated load is assumed at the central point. 
The displacements U, V and U at different nodal points are shown in 
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4.6 CYLINDRICAL SHLL OF ANY lENGTH/WIDTH RATIO: (MODIL HOLLOW ClAY BLOCKS) 
4.6a Fixed at the egend free at the end-arches 
For a shell of arbitrary size a solution can be obtained by assuming 
a ratio between the grid lengths at and b' and hence the ratio between a 
and b equal to c. Several tests were done to determine the Poisson's ratio 
of hollow clay structures and this ws found to be nearly zero. It is also 
usual practice to assume Poisson's ratio for brick structures or concrete 
structures as zero. In the present case therefore Poisson's ratio is taken 
as zero. The solution of this problea is similar to the previous examples. 
The assumption that Poisson's ratio equals to zero reduces the displace-
cent equations to: 
dT( d2U/ôx2) + 	( ôU/oy2 ) + 	(ô 2V/dxdy) = 0 (4.17.1) 
( ô2V/ôx) + dT?( ô 2V/dy2 ) + - o 2U/oxoy) - ( cV'B/R) 
(dW/ôy) + (Pj/D)B = 0 
	
(4,17.2) 
k'( ôJ/o x4) + 2( ô/ôx2(3 y2 ) + knt( ôJ/dy4) - (d"a/R) 
B3 (dV/dy) 	+ (dc/R2 )B 	- (P/K)53 	0(4.17.3) 
Expressing these equations in finite difference fore and re-arranging: 
- (1 + 2dt/c2 )U +. (d'/c2)U1 + 
	
2 + (dt/c2)U3 + 
	
+ (l/8c) 
(v5 - 	+ V7 - v8) = o (4.13.1) 
- (1+ 2d 11 c2 )V + V1 + d 1tc2V + 	+ d"c2V4 + (c/3)(U5 - Ti6 
+ U7 - u) - (dttB/2R) c2b 	
2 - p14) = -(P/i)) Bb2c2 	(4.18.2) 
(6(k'/c2) + 6k"c2 + 8 + (d"a/R2)B4c4)W - 4(k'/c 2 + 1)W1 
+ i)W2 - 4(k'/c2 + i)W3 - 4(k"c2 + l)T. 4 + 2(W5 + T./6 
+ 	+ Ti8 ) + (kT /c2 )w9 + k" c2W10 + (k' /c2 1l + ict' c2W1-2 
- (" a/2R) 33c2b3 (v2 - iT4 ) = (PJK) B3c2b4 	(4.18,3) 
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Determination of values of fictitious ooints ('Figure 4-15 
At the fixed edges, the bounde.ry conditions: 
1, W = 0 	 (4.19.1) 
U = 0 	 (4.19.2) 
V = 0 	 (••3) 
d W/d y = 0 	 (4.19.4a) 
:.= 	 (4.19.4b) 
At the free edges, the 'boundary conditions, from equations (4. 14. 1 to 
4.14.4) 
D(dU/dx) = 0 	 (4.20.1a) 
.. IS1 = tJ3 	 (4.20.1b) 
ôU/dy + 	dV/ôx = 0 	 (4.20.2a) 
or, 	(1/2b)(U2 - u4 ) + ( 1/2a)(V1 - v3 ) = 0 	 (4.20.2b) 
:. 	= V3 - c(U - u4 ) 	 ( 4.20.2c) 
K( ô 2W/dx2 ) = 0 	 (4.20.3a) 
:. W1 = 21-1 - 
	 (4.20,.3b) 
similarly, 
=2i 	- 1/16 	 (4.20 . 3c) 5 	2
= 2W4 - W7 	 (4.20.3d) 
K( d 3W/dxj + 2k( d 3W/dxdy2 ) = 0 	(4.20.i) 
Dividing by K, expressing Li finite diffeoence approximations, 
substituting the values of fictitious points one mesh length outside 
the free edge and re-arrapging the fictitious value two mesh lengths 
outside the free edge becomes: 
+ 4(1 + 2 c2/k') W - (4c2/k' )i12 - 4(1 + 2c2/kt ) 
- (4c2/k! )(w4 	- 7 ) 	 (4.20.4b) 















Therefore substituting the values of the fictitious points, the sets of 11, 
V and W-equations are written down in the form of the equctions (4.4.1 to 
4.4.3). These equations were solved using a conputer program similar, to 
tha previous examples'. 
The program is written in a general form so that this can be used to 
solve shell built of hollow clay blocks of any size and cross section under 
any load intensity using the appropriate data. 
The data for the model shell constructed in the laboratory were as 
follows 	(Figure 4-16). 
Length 	 = 	3Dm, 
Width 	 = 	30in. 
Radius 	 = 	3Oin. 
Mesh Lengths aT 
	




Load 	 = 	1 lb/in2 
IA 	 = 	1.57 x 10 lbs. 
EA. x 	 = 	1,57 x 10 lbs. 
EA 
y 
	 = 	1,7 x 10 lbs. 
El 	 = 	6.57 x 10 4 lb.in' 
2 
El 	 = 	6.57 x 10 4 1b.in' 
2 
El 	 = 	7.1 x 10 r.in2 
In orc.er to obtain the true c1isplacementt1ie computed values are to be 
multiplied by IBI to make them dimensional and then by the applied load/in 2 . 
The Figure. (4.17) 	shows the displacements V and W.0t different 
nodal points. 
Note: In the above caseD = EA, D = EA 
x , D y 	y EA , K = E1, x K 	E1 x 
and K 
y 	y 
= El . However, a program is also written in which D. D, D, K 
0 
-y 
h 	/ /6/rn2 
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and K are expressed in terms of b 1 , b2 , b3 , t 19  t2 and E. This program 
is used to compare the analytical results of shell obtained in (4.5b) 
taking Poisson's ratio equals to zero. 
4.7 DETMLUTI3g OF STRESSES AND STRAINS 
Once the values of U, V and W ar obtaind', the values of Forces 
and Moments at the nodal points can easily be calculated by substituting 
the finite difference approximations into the equations (3.8.1 to 3.8.6): 
D((d'/2a)(U _133 ) + (i/2b)(v2  -v) - ( L/R)W)) 
(4.21.1) 
	
(N) 	= D((d"/2b)(v2 - v4) - 	(d"/R)W 	+ (/.L/2a)(131 - 133 )) 
(4.21.2) 
(D(i - - 134 ) + 	( v1 - v3 )) 	(4.21.3) 
(M)= - K ((k'/a2 )(W1 + w3 ) - 2(k'/a2 + 0 /b2 )W + 
(jb2 )(w2 + w4)) 	 (4.21.4) 
(M)= - K((kU/b2 )(W2 + w4 ) - 2(ktl/b 2 + P /a2 )W + 
(/a2)(W1 + w3 )) 	 (4.21.5) 
(M ) = (-K (1 - )/4ab ) (Ii1 - 	
+ 
t7 	 (4.21.6) T 0 
The Combined stresses are given, by: 




= N y y- 
/A + (M/I)(t/2) 	 (4.22.2) 
- 
T 	= N IA + (M/I)(t/2) xy (4.22.3) - 
where, Ax' A y 




x , y I and I are the moments of Inertia of 
sections 
t2 is the overall thickness of the shell 0 
ind the strains are obtained from the expressions: 
= (1/E)(c1 -) 	 (4.23.1) 
= (l/E)( c' -/cy) 
) 	=T/G xy 
(4.23.2) 
(4.23.3) 
The values of Forces, Moments and Stresses 	at different nodal 
points have been computed and these are shown in Figurec(4.18 	to 4.34). 
Note: It is to be noted that while writing down all the computer programs 
of this chapter some of the notation is changed for convenience. 
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A P P E N D I X 	4 
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL RESULTS WITH 
PUBLISHED RESULTS 
Having written the computer program for a cylindrical shell of hollow 
cross section with the boundary conditions, fixed at the edges and at the 
end—arches it was decided to check the results. Unfortunately there are no 
published results for the cylindrical shell of hollow cross section. 
Holaian's (25) analysis for a shell of solid cross section was taken for 
comparison. Holman analysed a cylindrical Shell having a size of length = 
2.5 x width whereas the size of one of the shells analysed in this chapter 
was length = 2 x width. There should be difference in deflections due to 
the difference of size but at the central zone the difference should not be 
much, however this would give some idea about the validity of the theory. 
In order to do so appropriate datawere. fed into the computer to simulate 
the shell analysed by Holman. The solid section was obtained from the 
expression for hollow s.ction using t 2 = thLckness of the shell and t 1 = 0 1 
The size of the shell analysed here was 80 ft. x 40 ft. against Holman's 
shell size = 100 ft. x 40 ft., the other data remaining the same. The 
displacements at'difforont nodal points for both the cases a:e shown in 
Figures 4.35 ). 	The comparison shows that at the central zone 
deflections for both cases are nearly equal which shows that the theoretical 
results are in close agreement with the published results. 
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A. PPENDIX 	42 
INFLUENCE OF POISSON' S RATIO ON SHELL DISPLIICEMENTS 
While computing the displacements for a porspex cylindrical shell with 
Poisson's ratio = 0.35 and a concrete cylindrical shell with Poisson's 
ratio = 0, a change in sign for most of the U—values were observed. It 
was therefore decided to study the effect of the Poisson's ratio. on the 
deflections and hence on the stresses of cylindrical shell.. Deflections 
U, V and W for a cylindrical shelJ of 80 ft. x 40 ft. size having a radius 
of 40 ft. and thickness of 3 in. are computed with Poisson's ratios equal 
to 0.0, 0.2, 0,35 and 0.5 respectively. The values of U, V and W are 
shown in Figures (4. 36 - 42). 
It is found that V and W values decrease with the increase of Poisson's 
ratio whereas the U—values increase with the increase oC Poisson's ratio. 
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A P P E N D I X 	4-3 
EFFECT OF VARIATION OF THICKNESS OF SHELL ON 
THE VALUES OF DISPLCEE NTS AND MOI'€NTS 
Due to the introduction of hoflow cross section the rigidities of a 
shell increase compared to a solid section of the equivalent effective 
thickness and hence the reduction in the values of displacements and 
moments. The increase in the distance between th8 slabs increases the 
rigidities of a shell. Therefore, in order to study the effect of the 
variation of the distance between the slabs on the values of displacements 
and moments a shell having length = 100 ft, breadth = 40 ft, radius = 40 ft 
and Poisson's ratio = 0, fixed at the edges and free at the end-arches 
subject to a UDL of 1 lb/ft 2 is considered. Width of the ribs b 3 along 
the y-axis is taken as 1-kin. spaced at 1 ft. c/c and no rib along the x-
axis (b 2 = 0), The effective thicknese (i.e. T 2 - T 1  ) is taken as 1-in. 
and the values of T1, the distance between the slabs are varied from O' 
to 7T?. 
The values of V.  W and M are shown in Tables (4-1 & 2) and Figures 
(4-43 to 47). It can he seen from Figures (4_45 to 47) that between tat 
and 'b' there is a sharp drop in the values of V, W and M due to the 
introduction of the hollow section. After 'b' the reduction in the values 
of V and W are nearly at constant rate and M at the centre reduce 
rapidly between tdt  and 'f'. On the other hand the reduction in the 
values of My at the edges is at a lower rate, the slope being nearly 
horizontal at tf'. Therefore, it appears that after a particular stage 
the values of M at the edges which predominate over those values at the 
centre do not decrease considerably with the increase in the distance 
between the 'slabs. 
VA 
77. 
T A B L E 	L. 
W - DISPLACEIVIENTS 
\Sectior 4  
6O 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)  
i 






J,22,26,30. 19,800 16 2 352 15,480 14,676 13,920 13 2 212 
215,9,13217, 
21,25,29,33. 
18 , 14,864 14,000 13,212 12,484 11,812 
4,8112,16,20, 
24,28,32,35. 
13,528 10,572 9,804 9,132 8,540 8,012 
7,11,15,19,23, 
27,31,34,36. 6,332 4,544 4,100 3,729 3,423 3,165 
TABLE 	4-2 
V - DISPTACENENTS 
\Section  W/E________  




4" 5" 6" 7" 
T2 I 	4 __ 5111 _ 2 6-i-" Point~\\ 2 
1,3,6,10,142 
- 0 0 0 0 - 	 0 - 	 0 18,22,26,30. 
2,5,9,13,17, 
21, 25, 29, 33 940 808 775 742 710 678 
418,12,16,20, 
24,28, 32, 35 1462 1235 1176 1121 1067 1016 
7,11,15,19,23, 
27,31,34,36. 








C1PUTER PROGRAM FOR PWPEX 5HSLL : CASE (a) 
begin 
rOa1 norn, D1,D2c,Ky,KK,K12,DD,P1,h?R,R,EM,b1,b2,b3,t1,t2,a,b 8 C,dd 






DTh(EM/(1-PTh2) )*z (tz-tl) 
D1=DD+EM* (b/b1)*2*t1 
D21)+EM*(b3/b1) *2t1 













































A (8) =K2 
A(7)=A(1)+A(8) 















D(i ,1)=zz(6)-x(lo)(zs'u(3) )-x(Ii) (z*v(z)) 
D(Z,1)z(7)+K(11)(v(1)_v(4))_K(1o)(2*U(5)) 
D(3,1)z(6)+K(1O) (u(i)-u(6) )..x(11)(z*v(5)) 










D(14,1)=ZZ(6)+K(1O) (u(io)-u(18) )-ic(ii) (2*v(17)) 
D(151)=ZZ(9)+K(10)(u(1i)-U(10))+K(11) (v(12)) 




n(zo , 1)=Zz(8)+K(lo)(u(16)-.u(24))+x(11) (v(17)-v(23)) 
D(21,1)=ZZ(7)+K(10)(u(17)-U(25))+K(11)(v(18)-V(24)) 
1(22,1)=zz(6)+x(lo) (u(18)-u(26) )-x(ix) (z*v(25)) 
n(23,1)=7-z(9)+Ic(10)(u(19)-u(27))+K(1x)(v(20)) 
D(24 ,1)=zz(8)+K(lo) (u(zo)-u(28))+x(li)(v(21)-v(27)) 
D(26, 1)=zz(6)+x(10) (u(zz) )-K(11) (2tv(29)) 
n(27, 1)=zz(9)+x( 10) (u(23)-u(3o) )+x( ii) (v(24)) 
D(28,1)=zz(8)+K(10)(u(24)-u(31))+1c(11)(v(25)-v(30)) 
D(29, 1)=zz(7)+ic( 10) (u(z5) )+K(11) (v(26)-v(31)) 
n(30, i)zz (c) )+K(lo) (u(27)-u(32) )+ic(ix) (v(zS)) 
n(31,1)=zz(8)+x(10) (u(28))+x(11)(v(rzq)-v(32)) 
n(32, i)=zZ (9)+K(10) (u(30))+K(u) (v(31)) 




F(5 ,1)=r(4) (v(1)-v(4)-v(6)+v(12))-I05)  
F(6,1)=-K(5) (w(3)-\i(lo) )+x(4)(2*v(13)_2*v(5)) 
F(7,1)0 




F(12 9  1)=I04) (v(5)-v(11)-v(13)+v('9))-w(5) (w(8)-w(16)) 
F(13,1)=K(4)(V(6)-V(12)-V(14)+V(20))-X(5)(W(9)-V1(17)) 




(18, 1)=-Ic(5) (:( 4) -'(zz) )+Ic(4) (a*v(25)_2sv( 17)) 
F(1() 1 1)=IC(4) (v(12)-v(2o) )-x(5)(vI(15)-w(23)) 
P(20, 1)=K(4) (v(13)-v(1q)-v(2i)+v(27) )-K(5)(W(16)-VJ(24)) 
F(21,1)=K(4)(V(4)-V(20)-V(22)+V(2R))-J{(5)(1(17)-V1(25)) 
F(22,1)=-K(5) ('1(13)-w(26) )+K(4) (*v(2o)_2v(21)) 
F(23,1)=IC(4)(V(16)-V(24))-K(5)(W(1q)-W(27)) 
F(24,1)K(4) (v(17)-v(23)-v(25)+v(3o) )-K(5)(w(zo)-w(28)) 
F(25,1)=K(4)(V(18)-V(24)-V(26)+V(31))-K(5)(W(21)-%i(29)) 
F(26.1)&'_K(5) (v'(22) ) -. x(4) (z*v(25)) 
F(27 1)=Ic(4) (v(20)-v(28) )-K(5) (w(23)-v1(30)) 
F(28,1)=IC(4)(v(21)_v(27)_v(29)+v(32))-K(5)(w(24)-v1(31)) 
F(29,1)=1C(4) (V(22)-v(2R) )-K(5)(i(25)) 
F(30,1)=K(4) (v(24)-v(31) )-x(5)(w(27)-w(32)) 
F(3:1,1)=x(4)(v(25)_v(30))_K(5)(w(28)) 
F(32,1)=K(4) ('(28) )-K(5) (11(30)) 
81. 
H(1,1)=O 
ii(z, 1)z(2)+K(9) (w(1)—w(4) )+x(7) (2*u(8)_2*u(3)) 
H(3,1)=o 
}1(4,1)=Zz(3)+K(9)(w(2)_W(7))+K(7)(2*u(11)_2*u(5)) 
11(5, 1)=zz(2).-K(7)(u(1)_u(4)_u(6)+u(12) )+K(9)(w(3)—w(8)) 
H(6,1)=O 








11(15, 1)=zz(4)+K(7) (u(8)—u(i6) )+x(q) (v(12)) 











11(27, O=zz(4)+Ic(7)(u(2o)—u( 23))+K(q) (w(24)) 
11(28, 1)=zz(3)+K(7) (u(21)—u(27)—u(2q)41](32) )+K(9) (w(25)—w(30)) 
11(29, 1)=zz(z)+1c(7) (u(22)—u(28) )-i.K(q) (w(26)—w(31)) 
H(30,1.)=Zz(4)+K(7)(u(24)—u(31))+K(9) v'(28)) 
0(31, 1)=7,z(3)+ic(7) (u(25)—u(30) )+lc(q) (w(9)—w(32)) 
0(32 ,i)=zz(4)+1c(7) (u(28) )+K(q) (w(3i)) 
82. 
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C H A P T E R 	5 
CYLINDRICAL S}LLS : MODEL EXPERIMENTS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
As for plates, in the case of cylindrical shells built of hollow clay 
blocks models were built of strips of perspex cemented together and tested 
to examine the validity of the theory developed in Chapter 3 for Cylindrical 
Shells. One model of a cylindrical shell using strips of perspex was built 
and tested under two boundary conditions viz. (a) fixed at the edges and 
free at the end-arches subject (1) to a uniformly distributed load and (2) 
to a concentrated load, and (b) fixed at both the edges and the end-arches 
and subject to a uniformly distributed load. After this one model of a 
cylindrical shell fixed at the edges and free at the end-arches of hollow 
clay blocks was built and tested under U.D.L. The above test results are 
compared with the behaviour of the shell of hollow cross sections as 
derived from the theory. 
5.2 PERSPEX MODEL: 
5.2a Construction of Model; 
In order to give and maintain the proper profile of the shell a mould 
was made using plywood. Strips of plywood were fixed at the ends and at 
the edges to keep the alignment of the bottom slab of the shell, Two -a-in x 
jin flat steel bars were grooved and fixed along the edges of the mould to 
act as guides for the ribs of the shell. (Plate 5-I). One inch wide strips 
were cut from a /16in thick shoot of porapex. To facilitate the running of 





These were asd in lbaildino the upper 	lorer surfaces. For ribs n. 
deep circular arches of 15in radius were cut from a *in thick perspex sheet. 
While cutting the arches an alwniniu teiplate was used to maintain the 
regularity and urziforuity. The archee were cut larger than required by a 
bend-saw and afterwards using th tenolate these were machined to proper 
size. 
Transverse lines at Thtervie of in ae Ir :i on the mould to guide 
the positioning of the ribs. Saen strips of double faced cellotape were 
soread tranvorsely to keep the perspex strips of the lower slab in 
position, these can be sebn in Platn(5-2.) St:ips of ordinary single faced 
cellotape were used under the longitudinal j ints to orevent the flowing 
down of the cement. Cementing was started from the central strip. This 
was done in order to cut the strips at the edge to the requirec wi:lth 
depending on he spaces left betwosn the pnultimte strips and the edge 
guides. The depressions devolopod along the joinLs due to shrinkage of 
cemer!t after the first r in were roughened by usino a triangular file and 
sand paper. The cement was run for the second tin along the ints. 
After the cement dried the joints ircr 1 rought 	ts lovolbyuaing sand- 
paper. Before cementin, the ri 	to tao bottom 3 : eac± of t1ioe were 
filed and checked so that there wes proper contact between the slab and 
the rib. The surface of contact was roughened by rubbin, with sandpaper. 
Cement was run on the slab and also on the ri and the rib as placed in 
position and a steady pressure was apolied. Thin TAras done by stretching 
etrips of cellotape across the rib anJ sUb. iinilarly all the ribs were 
fixed initially. Excess cement iran reiioved ond joints were cisaned. The 
mould was kept vertical so that the joints of the ribs are nearly hori-
zontal (P1at 5-2). The cement was run alon a the joints to fill up any 
88, 
gaps. The other face of the joint was treated similarly by turning the 
mould upside down. Plates (5-3-& 2)sliow the detail of the .T1oulds edge-
guides, guides for ribs and the shell with otton slab and ribs. The 
guides for the ribs were removed before the construction of the top slab 
was undertaken. 
Before taking up the building of the top slah the level of the top 
of the ribs was checked. The ri)s were filed and rubbed with sandpaper to 
an even level. These were thoroughly cleaned witb Acetone. Like the 
bottoa slab here also cementing was started froe the centre. Cemeat was 
run on the ribs only for an approximate length of contact with the 1 inch 
uide strip. Cement was also run on the 1 inch wide strip at places were 
to be in contact, after which the later strie :as placed in position and 
kept under constant pressure till the cement dried. EXCeSS cement at the 
joints were chipoed out and cleaned. Similar procedure was followed for 
the rest o1 the strips. The V-notches formed at the joints betueen the 
1 inch strios were cleaned end cement was run along the leints. The 
follo.iirig day after rubhin, and cleaning the depr3ssions cement iras run 
cain to fill up the joints. Plate (5-3)shows the shell without edge 
beams. Tht fixing of th edgo liams is discissed under Testing Frocedure 
since this depends on th_ boanLry conditions. 
It is to 	noted that before applying cement at any place, it was 
roughened by sand paper and thorouh1y ci r:d;i 	ACet:rL. T.".I.'s 
'Tensol' cement Nc. 7 was used throughout. 
5.2b Strain and Deflection Mea3urements 
Electric resistance strain gauaes of FI.10 t'ioe of 120 it heving 
10mm gauge length were used for measuring strains. The surface of the 






The strain gauges were fixed with ON adhesive as recommended by the 
manufacturer. Thj strain 	cn b, seen in PLte (5-6), ;n 
equal number of PL-10 strain gauges were fixed on another perspex shell 
of hollow cross section with CN adhcsiv to act as conpensating gauges. 
The strain gauges were covered with polythene she&ts to prevent the gauges 
from drift. For recording the strains a 10 chrwel Westland Data Logger, 
and Savage & Parsons Strain Recorder were used. In each of the instruments 
a voltage of 5 volts was applied across the bridge. Besides strains it 
was also decided to measure deflections. The niiti - ity of tie dial 
gauges were 10 4in, 
5,2c Testing Procedure 
A frame was made using 2in x 2in x kin machined angl ctel'ails of 
which are shown in Plates (5 -4 & 5 ). The inside dinension Of ta frame 
were made just to accotnraodate the shall with it edge beamo. In order to 
minimise the initial streas due to fixini of t1: shell to the frame, the 
following procedure was adopted; in thick perspex used as edge beams were 
cut to proper sizes anc fixed to thi fraae using BA No.2 'olts. Two rows 
of holes were drilled on the upotand legs of the steel angles for the bolts. 
Similar holes were drilled on the nor:ex beams h:; clamping them with the 
corresponding upstand lens. Defore fixin the beams the inside faces 
where shell uould be ceuented they 'ere roahened by using sand paper. The 
edges of the shell an. the ends of the ribs were filed to the correct 
alignment. Top anr 1 bottom of the shall edges and ends were roughened by 
sand paper. The shell was then placed insi1e the frame and ka:at at proper 
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5.2d Fixed at the edges and free at the end-arches: 
To obtain the fixed at the edges and free at the end-arches boundary 
conditions the two edges of the shell were cemented to the edge beams 
which in turn were fixed to the frame. Cement vas run along the edges 
to fill up the gaps between the top slab of the shll and the edge beams. 
To prevent the cement from running down the gao, before applying, it was 
thickened by allowing a few minutes to elapse after it was prepared. After 
the cement dried the joints were roughened by usin, sand pepur and cleaned. 
Fresh cement was run along the joirit. Several runs of cement were applied 
to make the joint strong. Due to the horizontal legs of the anglos of the 
frame it was not possible to ran cement a1on the joints between the 
bottom slab of the shell and the edge beams. The shell was taken out and 
turned upside down. L or1er to prevent running down of cement the shell 
as kept inclined along its transverse axis but keeping the joint horizontal. 
The cement was run alon. the joints to fill up the gap. Repeated runs of 
cement were applied to make the joint strong. Plite 5-6) shows the details 
of the s hell with edge beams ond str1n gaucis. 
A test riS was erected on a strc,n floor shown in Plate (5_7) 
and the steel frame wes lod on Jie ri and clameed tightly 
using steel shLis as packing to fill ip the ees letween the horizontal 
faces of the frne and the horienta' beams of the rig. The shell was 
placed inside the frame and bolt ed • ft was observed that there developed 
some initial stresses in the shell when the olts were tif±toned. In 
order to avoid such stresses the bolts were removed and solution of Polycell 
filler was injected through the holes keeping other end of holes closed to 
fill up the gaps between the nrtical bee of the raeiu en the perspex 
ede beams, 	hen the solih:ion ried ip 'iho bolts were r eled ue: 
Plate: 5 
0 




w 	0.0 0;44 
Plate: 5-7 
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tightened during which no initiol stress in shell was observed. During the 
initial tests, particuirly at final load stage, a little horizontal move-
ment of the edge beams was observed .hich was preented by using clasps 
at closer interval3. 
Plates 0-.7 & 8)show ne genere.L arrangement of the test, ;here strains 
at 10 places and deflections at 3 points were rneaured. Four dial gauges 
tere used to neasuro the vertic1 and horizontal movements of the edge 
beams (Plate 5-9). 
For uniformly distriutod loads 600-1.inch dim x hn thick lead 
weights each weig1ing approxiniatly 0.2 lbs. were cast. These were drilled 
through the diameter. Each ten of these were threaded by nylon thread to 
make a chain 15 in long. Each o.t' these were placed on the shell trans-
vrse1y and load weights were distributed evenly to orodace uniformly 
distributed loads. toads of 20 lbs or 40 is's at each stage and up to a 
tna:imum of 120 lbs distributed over the surface of the shell were applied. 
Defore p1ecin. the loads a sheet of feats rubber 	spread on the top of 
the shell so that the loads er evenly distribut:d. 
For concentrated loads cast iron weights trere used. Loeris were applied 
at the centre of the shell and up to a maximum lo-.d of 7 lbs. 
All the strain gauges were ba1aned i.e. reain:s of the strain 
recorder were brought to sero and th initial rea'tngs of the dial gauges 
were noted before startin the experiment. Readings were taken twice at 
every load stage, once lust after applying the beds and the next one 20 
ainutes after applying the loads, to allow for creep. The test was 
repeated for several times on subsequent days until all th: r - adings were 
steady for most of the tsts. 
- a.. a .. 
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The deflootions and the strains diffet'ent load intervals are plotted 
in Figur (5-3 to 6). 
Tables (5.-1 to 4) and Figures (5-7 to 9) show the comparison between 
the theoretical and experimental results, 
5.2e Fixed at the edges and at end-arches 
To attain those boundary conditions the shell was cemented at the end-
arches as well. The frame was removed from the rig. The Perspex beams 
used as end-gables were placed between the shell and the frame. In order 
to prevent running down of the cement the shell was kept nearly vertical 
(i.e. its longitudinal axis nearly vertical) making the line of joint 
nearly horizontal. The cement was run along the joint to fill up the gap 
between the top of the slab of the shell at the end-arch and the end-gable 
beam. Then the gap was filled up the angle of inclination of the shell was 
lowered and cement was run for several times until the joint was strong 
enough. Similarly other joints were cemented. 
The frame was placed on the test-rig. The frame was clamped properly 
and the shell was placed inside the frame. Before bolting the gaps 
between the edge beams and the vertical legs of the frame wro filled up by 
injecting solution of Polycell filler as in the previous case. Then the 
bolts were tightened during which no initial stress in the shell was 
observed. 
During the test both vertical and horizontal movement ot the frame 
was observed. To prevent the vertical deflection ten *in diem bolts with 
nuts were used as jacks between the 2in x 2in steel bars to which the frame 
was clamped and the horizontal beams of the main rig. To prevent the hori-




CYLINDRICAL SHELL OF PERSPEX: FDCED AT EDGES 
AND FREE AT END-AFCHES 
COMPARISON OF EXPERINENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS 







Deflacticas in 10 4 . Remarks 
Experimental 
(rm Theoretica 




1 1 16.0 +18.7% 
2 4 12.0 9,5 +26.3% 
3 22 17.0 16.5 + 3% 
Load Intensity (Uniformly Distributed) = (2/45) lb/in2 







Strains in / Remarks 
Experimental 
(From Graph)€ Theoretical  
Deviation from 
Theor. results 
1 1 N.R. 44.0 - 
2 2 N.R. 46.5 - 
3 4 43.5 53.2 -18.2% 
4 7 540 66.0 -18.2% 
5 14 N.H. 45.5 - 
6 17 N.R. 47 • 5 - 
7 20 47.0 54.2 -13.31'0' 
8 23 54.0 66.0 -18.2% 
9 41 60.0 80,0 -25.O 
(-i-" from edge) 




CYLINDRICAL SHELL OF PERSPEX: FI)D AT EDGES 
AND FREE AT END-ARCHES 
COMPARISON OF EXPERThNTIL AND THEORET ICAL RESULTS 






ç Mesh Pint j 
Deflectjorjs in 	in. Remarks 
Experi mental 
(From Graph) Theretical 
Deviation from 
Theor. results 
1 1 9.25 9.85 - 6% 
2 4 1.25 0.855 +46% 
3 N.R. - - - 







Strains in /1( Remarks 
Experimental 
(from graph 3€) Theoretical 
Deviation froi 
Theor. resuit 
1 1 (+)12.75 (+)13.75 - 7.27% 
2 2 (-)23.25 (-)21.9 + 6.16% 
3 4 (-)23.25 (-)25.8 - 9.9 % 
4 7 (-)19.5 (-)21.8 -10.55% 
Load : Conc. 1 lb at M.P. (1). 

95. 
adjustable sliding clamps were used. The arrangement is shown in Plate 
(5-10.) The vertical defloctions of the shell were measured by dial gauges 
at eight different points the location of which is shown in Figure (5-10). 
and Plates (5-il & 12.) Eight dial gauges were used to measure the vertical 
and horizontal deflections of the edge beams and gable ends (Plate io'). 
Strains at eighteen different points were measured, ten by the Data Logger 
and the remaining eight by the Savage & Parsons Strain Recorder. Plate (13) 
8hows the general arrangement of the test where the Savage & Parsons Strain 
Recorder is not included. The rest of the experimental procedure is similar 
to the previous one. 
The deflections and the strains at different load intervals are plotted 
in Figures (5-12 & 13). 
The Tables (5-5 & 6) and Figures (5-14 & 15) show the comparison between 
the theoretical and experimental results. 
5.3 SHELL BUILT OF HOLLOW CLAY BLOCKS: 
Fixed at the edges and free at end-arches: 
5.3a Construction of Model 
In practice most of the cylindrical shells of hollow blocks in Italy 
are built with boundary conditions fixed at the edges and free at end-arches, 
so it was decided to test a cylindrical shell built of l/6.th model hollow 
clay blocks with the above boundary conditions. 
As it is very difficult to obtain a perfect fixed condition, it was 
decided to build the shell on a shuttering and then to cast the edge beams 
on walls Two On thick and 2ft 8in long brick walls with corner pillars 
were built to a height of At 6in spanning 20 Gin inside to inside. 
Perforated bricks uere used as the top course of the walls for fixing the 
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CYLfl'mRICAL SHELL OF PERSPEX: FIXED AT EDGES 
AND END-ARCHES 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS 




Location of 	Deflectjons in lO 	in, 	Remarks 





(Mesh Point) (From Graph€) I 	results 
1 7 3.0 3.5 -14.3% 
2 1 13.5 15.7 -14.0% 
3 4 10.0 9.25 + 8.1% 
4 20 9.75 9.5 + 2.6% 
5 14 13.5 15.7 -14,0% 
6 25 10.75 11.4 - 5,7% 
7 17 12.75 14.0 - 8,9% 








Strains in /' I 	Remarks 
Experimental 
I(FrCn Graph  m ) I Theoretical  
Deviation from 
I Theor. results 
1 1 36.0 41.0 -12.2% 
2 2 36.0 43.5 -17.2% 
3 4 L0.5 52.0 -22,1% 
4 7 51.0 66,0 -22.7% 
5 14 47.0 435 - 3•4% 
6 17 42.0 45.5 - 7,7% 
7 20 45.0 52,5 -14.3% 
8 23 55.5 66,7 -16.8% 
9 41 (i-" from 63.0 81,0 -22.211 
 
17 edge) 1 	(Top) 66.0 78.2 -15.6% 
Note: The Strain gauges along x-axis did not give consistant 
readings. 




shear connectors between the walls and the edge beams. A shattering to give 
the requIred profile of the shell was built using plywood which can be.seen 
in Plate(5-14.) In order to facilitate the easy removal of the shattering 
gaps between edges of the shuttering and the walls were kept. The edges of 
the shattering were curved down to avoid sharp joints. The shattering was 
supported on temporary brick pillars. Wooden wedges were used between the 
brick pillars and the shuttering to maintain the required level of the 
shattering (Plate 5-15). 
Rectangular grids were marked on the shuttering for alignment and also 
to guide the location of the plain hollow clay blocks to which the strain 
gauges were to he attached. Before starting the construction mould oil was 
applied to the shattering and its level checked. 
Bottom reinforcement was placed durini the construction of the slab. 
The method of cementing the clay blocks together, is shown in Pate (5-14) 
where the bottom reinforcement along the transverse joints can also be 
seen. Half size blocks were used for staggering the longitudinal joints. 
After two days the top of the slab was brushed with a wire brush, and the 
joints were cleaned to prepare for top reinforcement. Plate (5-16) shows 
the shell before placing the top reinforcement and the longitudinal section 
of the shell at the edge. Top reinforcement was then placed and joints 
were fillod with mortar. 
Reinforced concrete edge beams 4in x 6in deep were cast embedding 2-in 
of the shell inside them. Vertical reinforcement bars were used as shear 
connectors between the edge beams and the walls. Proper care was taken for 
curing of shell and beams. 
The mortar used was in the following proportions: 















Sand 	- 	900 gms. 
'ater 	- 	175 c.c. 
Cement used was I e ro—oement and sand was Leighton Buzzard No. 21. 
Two --in rJirn steel h.rs were used as tie bars between tho walls. In 
order to avoid development of any initial stress in the shell due to tight-
ening of the nuts of the tie bars the end plates iere ernbedd in mortar 
beds, so that stresses were taken by the mortar beds, and thus leaving also 
no gap between the walls and the end plates. Plates (17 lC)sioir general 
views of the finished shell with edge beams and tie ears. 
5.3h Strain and Deflection Measurements 
Electric resistance strain ouges of PL 10 and PC 10 typee of 120. 
having 10 nra gauge length were used for neasuring strains • The surface of 
the plain blocks in the ahell were rubbed with sand paper and clean ad with 
Acetone. The strain nues were fixe. with PS Cement as recomfacaded by the 
manufacturer. The location of the pauoB is shown in Triguro(5-16). 
lime PL 10 otrain gauges were ftxed on plain clay blocks with PS Cement 
to act as cornpensatinF gauges. The stran gauges were covered with poly-
thene sheto to prevent the gauges rom drift. 	or recording the strains 
a 10 Chanel Westland Data Igger was used. A voltage of 5 volts was 
applied across the brida. 
The shell was built f clay blocks cemented together with mortar and 
thus due to the high strength of the blocks the strain on a. block might 
not be the strain of the structure as a whole at that locitton. Strains 
recorded would be tho locel etraine on the clay blocks. Therefore, it was 
decided to measure the deflection also. The deflection at any point would 
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shows the location of the dial gauges and Plato (5-19) shows the arrangement 
of the dial gauges. During the test it was suspected that there were some 
horizontal aiovtnents of the edge beams along with the walls at the ends. 
Dial gauges were fixed to measure tha horizontal movement (Plate 5-20). 
Indications of some movenents war 6: 'arved, To prevent horizontal movement 
of the edge—beams two adustab].a slidLn& clamp:: were used across the ends of 
the shell damning two edge—beans (not shown in Plates 5-20 & 21). Plate 
(5-2:1) shows the general arrangement of the test. 
5.3c TeStin Procedure: 
Loads of 60 lbs 
oer the surface of 
lead wet ta an:l faa 
wore use'. 
Fafc;fa t  
at each stage and up t 
t hu 1 wc;ra oplied. 
raaa i.niria 10 .1. 
xparia 1:t 'Ii ahe 
a a maximum of 360 lbs distributed 
For the firat tw. 1oad staos 
filled wit eta chips 
str li: g:eg.:s w 	a1anced. 
Initial readings of the dial gauges uere i'acor 	. Readings iier taken twice 
at every load stage, once uat after applyin: tL loads aric1 next one 20 
minutes after aoplying the loads, ta allow for creap. The t.st was 
r:peatcd aeiar 1 tim ec :aa ubseqwnt ays until al the i'..: e:tna Tere 
steady far niot of 	tsts. 
Unfortunately (LO reliable strei - aes dine ware obtained clarion the 
tast. 
Deflections at different load iiitervale are plotted in Figure.(5-1). 
Table. (5-7) and Figures (5-19 & 20) shaw the comparison batween the 
theoretical and exparimontal results. 
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Plate: 5 -21 

CYLINDRICAL SHELL BUILT OF HOLLOW CLLY BLOCKS: 
FIXED AT EDGES AND FHEE AT END-ARCHES 
COMPARISON OF EXPE IMENTJLL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS 







Defloctions in 10 	in. Remarks 
Experimental 
(From Graph .) 
Theoretical Deviation from 
Theor, results 
1 12 3.75 2.8 +34.0% 
2 2 4.5 4.24 + 5.8% 
3 5.0 4.8 + 4.2% 
4 4 3,0 2.8 +7.1% 
5 9 4.0 4.24 - 5.7% 
6 17 4.0 4.24 - 5.7% 
7 14 5.0 4.8 + 4.2% 
8 20 3.1 2.8 +10.7% 
9 25 4.0 4.24 - 5.7% 
10 30 4.9 4.8 + 2.1% 
100. 




5.4 El VALUE OF CURVED BEAM OF PERSPEX 
While calculating the defections, moments and stresses for a cylin-
drical shell of perspex in Chapter 4 a value of Young's Modulus was taken as 
4.2 x 10 lb/in2 as specified by the manufacturer. But the test results 
showed higher values of defections, moments and stresses. It was therefore 
suspected that El value of the model shell might not be the se-mo. as specified. 
So in order to find out the pra2tical El value two transverse strips each 
3 inches wide were cut from the model shell. These were tested as simply 
supported beams and defections were measured (Plate 5-22 and Figure 5-21). 
El value was calculated from the expression: 
El = ( WR 	+ 2sin281 ) + jn9 0 cos 	4)) 
- x (91sin@1 + COS@A - 1)) 
Derivation of the expression together with notation is included in Appendix 
5-1. 
2 The practical El value was found as 4.7 x 10 2  lb.in against , thnrct- 
ical value- of 1.68 x 10 3 lb.in2 . 
There-fore to compare the theoretical and experimental results it was 
necessary to use a correction factor to allow for the difference in the El 
values. 
5.5 El VALUE OF CURVED BEAM OF HOLLOW BLOCKS 
Similarly in the case- of a cy1indxical shell of clay blocks the experi-
mental results showed higher values of deflections compared to the theoretical 
values which were calculated on the basis of the value of El obtained in Part 
2 of Chapter 2. In order to determine the practical El value two curved 
- 	 -. - 
Plate: 5-22 
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beams of clay blocks each 4 inches wide and with a radius of 30 inches 
similar to the shell, were built. These were also tested as simply supported 
beams Subject to two concentrated loads and the deflections were measured 
(Plate- 5-23 and Figure 5-22). 
The Practical El value was found as 7.1 x 10 4 lb.in2 
5.6 CONCLUSIONS 
56 A. PERSPEX SHELL 
The comparison of the values of deflections and strains obtained by the 
theoretical calculations and by experiments are in close agreement. The 
discrepancies are higher near the boundaries which may be due to the intro-
duction of the fictitious values in the theoretical calculation and due to 
the possible faults in the supports used during the experiments. 
The variation of rigidities at different sections of the shell due to 
cementing of the strips ; workmanship and method of loading may also be the 
the sources of errors in the experimental results. The discrepancies between 
the results obtained by the dial gauges and the strain gauges may 1 e due to 
the fact that a strain gauge indicates the local strain of the perspex strip 
to which it is fixed whereas a dial gauge shows the deflection of the 
structure as a whole at that point taking the effect of cementing into account. 
During the tests due to the change of room temperature considerable 
variation in deflections and strains were observed. Although precautions 
were taken to reduce those variations it would be impossible to avoid all 
the effects. 

5.6 B. SHELL BUILT OF HOLLOW CILY BLOCKS 
	 103. 
The comparison of the values of defl3ctions obtained by the theoretical 
calculations and by experiments show close agreement. As in the previous 
cases, hero also, discrepancies are higher near the boundaries which are 
due to the reasons mentioned before. 
In addition, the discrepancies might be due to (1) Workmanship, 
(2) Support conditions (3) Method of loading and (4) JDossible  change in 
temperature. 
5,6 C. 	It has been shown that the theoretical results for the shells of hollow 
cross section are in good agreement with the experimental results for the 
models tested. It would. have been interesting to compare the results 
obtained from full scale tests but the author was unable to find any 
published results for comparison. 
_P E N D I X 	21 
EXPRESSION FOR El VALUE OF A CURVED T3EAM 
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neriectionf W(x1 - x)x1Rci/EI 	 - 
at 	A 
= (W/EI)f (x] 2 - xx1 )Rd 
= (WR/EI)j (R2(sin9A  sing 
0 
A 	 XR(slneA - sinc))d 
(2/E)f A 2 	- 	- 	 • 0 
• 	 • 	 A 	 - 
= (w 	+ 2s1nA(cosA 	0A/2 - sin2/4) 
- x(AsinA + COSA0_ 1)) 
(wR2/EI)(R(GA/ 2 ( ]. + 2sin 2 A) + 	1flA(3c0S - 4)) 
- 	 + COSA 
:. 	El 	(f 21à )0A/2 ( 1 + 2s1n2QA) + -1nAc3cos 	- 4)) 
- x(QAs1nA 4  COSA - 1)) 
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cLITAPTER 	6 
THEORY FOR DOUBLY CURVED SHELLS OF HOLLOW CROSS SECTION 
6.1 ThTR0DUCTI0N 
Initially the analysis of doubly curved shells rere based on membrane 
theories where bending effects were neglected, but recently more attention 
has been given to consider the bending effects. Such theories, allowing 
for the effects of bending, are usually termed general or bending 
theories. 
As for cylindrical shells in the case of doubly curved shells during 
the derivation of the theories different authors make different assumptions. 
However, most of the authors assume the shell as a shallow one. 
Munro (33) has developed a general heterogeneous equation for doubly 
curved thin shallow shell. He discusses the equations derived by Vlasov, 
Goldenviezer and Lurye, Nazarov, Ambartsuinyan, Fitigge and Conrad, 
Katchaturyan, Mishonov, Bourna, Bleich and Salvadori. He also co-relates 
some of the above equations with the enuation developed by him. 
In this chapter a genral approach is made and three equations of 
equilibrium in terms of the three displaoeents U, V and W are developed. 
From these equations expressions;for some important particular cases viz, 
Plate, Cylindrical and Hyperbolic - Paraboloid shells are derived. 
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6,2 DEVELOPIVENT OF THEORY OF DOUBLY CURVED SHELLS OF HOLLOW CROSS SECTION 
The following are the assumptions made to develop the theory for a 
thin doubly curved shell of hollow cross sectioi: 
The shell is shallow and 0 z/Ox, Oz/O y are negligible 
compared to unity. 
Plane sections normal to the middle sirface reaain plane during 
the process of deformation and remain normal to it. 
Normal stresses on planes parallel tothe middle surface are 
neglected in comparison with other stresses. 
In order to develop the theory a similar procedure (viz, obtaining 
relationships connecting strains, stresses, forces and moments and use of 
the equilibrium equations) as for the case of a cylindrical shell is used 
and three partial differential equations connecting the three displacements 
of the middle surface and external forces are obtained, 
Strain-Displacement Equations 
Figures (6-1 & 2.) show a typical element of a doubly curved shell and 
longitudinal and transverse sections of such an element. 
From Figure (6-2 ): 
U 	= (1 - z/R)U - z( (3w/(3 x)  
VP = (1 - /R)v - z( OW/(3y) 	 (6.1.2) 
= w 	 (6.1.3) 
where U, V and W are the displacements of a surface parallel to the 
middle surface. 
Again, 	( x 
= OU/Ox - W U ,.JR 	 (6.2.1) 
= oV/oy - WJR 	 (6.2.2) 
0V/ax + otOy - 2W
pI 
 /R
xy 	 (6.2.3) 
,C/O,A: 6.1 










L O/VC/fO//VA SEC na,., 	 iS's VKRFK SEC rfo,v 
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From the equations (6.1.1 to 6.1.3) and (6.21 to 6.2.3) and neglecting the 
second order terms, the strain expressions: 
ÔU/ôx - z(ô 2W/ôx2 ) - W/R 	 (6.3.1) 
= a v/ a y - ( a2w/a Y2- 	 (6.3.2) 
a UI a y + a v/ a - 2 z 	ô xa ) - 2141R 
XY 
(6.3.3) 
Using Hooke's Law and assumption (3) i.e. 	Gz = 0: 
For Slabs, 
= (E/ - 	))( 	+ 	) 	 ( 6.4.1) 
= (E/ - 2 +  
T 	T 	G1 	 (6.4.3) 
where G = E/2(1+f1) 
For Ribs, 
= E.c 	 (6.4.4) 
= EE 	 (6.4.5) 
Considering a section y = constant let b 1 be the length of periodic, 
repetition of the shaded part and bT be the width of the rib and similarly 
b2 and b" for the section x = constant (Figures 6-. 3 & 4 ). N, N, N, 
M , M and M are the integrals of the normal stresses over the combined x y 	XY 
cross sections of the slabs and the rib. In order to distinguish them, 
notation 	for slabs and 'r' for rib to the lower end of the integral 
sign are used. Therefore: 
N = J 	dz + / 	(b"/h2 ) dz 	 (6.5.1) x s r 
N 
=/ 
 6 dz + /(bt/b1 ) dz 	 (6.5.2) 




M 	 z dz + fG(b f/b2 ) z dz 	 (6.5,4) 
M 	 z dz + f(bt/b1 ) z dz 	 (6.5.5) 
M 	- M - ; T 	zdz 	 (0.5.0 xy yx 	xy 
It is to be noted that there will he no shear stress T 
xy 	yx or T in the 
cross section of the ribs and all the tangential shear will be carried by 
the slabs only. 
Using the equations (6.31 to 6.3.3), (6.4.1 to 6.4.5) and (6.5.1 to 
6.5.6) the expressions for forces and moments of the middle surface dis-
placements are as follows: 
N x = D( au/(3 x - w/R) + bL D( ô v/ ô y - W/R) - S( ô 	ô x) 
- 	( a 2w/o 2 ) 	(6.6.1) 
= Dy ( a v/ a - WRy ) + 	D ( ô U/ 8 X - R 	- 	( a 	(3y 2 ) 
bL - 	S(8f/8x 2 ) 	(6.6.2) 
N 	= N 	= 	(1- ) ( a ti/ a y + a v/a x - 2W/R)
XY 
	
- s(i - 	)( a 2w/aa) 	(6.6.3) 
= S( 8 Ula x - w,4) + M S ( a v/ a y - WRY ) - K( a 2w/a x2 ) 
- 	K( a/ay?) 	( 6.6.4) 
=( 8 v/ ô y - w/R) + i s ( a u/ a X— i/J/R) - K ( a 2w/a 2) 
- 	K( a i/ox ) 	(6,0,5) 
= Myx = 	(1 - 1 ) ( u/a + ov/ a x - 2I/R)
XY 
- K(l - 	)( 8W/ax ay) 	(6.6.6) 
where D, D x and D are the extensional rigidities; S, 3 and Sy are the 
rigidity of moments; and K, 
K x 
and K are the bending rigidities. These 
have already been defined in Chapter 3. 
Assuming a symmetrical section of shell element the rigidity moments 
S 9 S and Sy  become zero. Therefore force and moment expression reduce to: 
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N x = D( o 
u/a x - w/R) + ,a D( ov/o y - w/R) 	(6.7.1) 
N 
y 	y 
= D (ôii/ô y - w,') + i D( ôu/ô x - w/R) 	(6.7.2) 
N 	= N 	= 	- bL )( otT/a y 	x - 2W/R) 	(6.7.3) 
XY yx 
Mx 	- (K x ( a2w/ ox2) + Ic( 0
2W/0y2 )) 	 (6.7.4) 
M = - (K( 02W/ ày2 ) + /LK( 0 2W/0x2 )) 	 (6.7.5) 
M 	= M 	-K(1 - 	)(ô /OxOy) 	 (6.7.6) 
Equations of Equilibrium can he written, down by inspection from Figures 
(6-5 & 6) as follows: 
Equilibrium of Forces 
In the x-direction, 0 / Ox(N) + a/a Y(N) +x 	0 (6.8.1) 
In the y-direction, 0/ Oy(N) + a/a x(N) + P Y = 0 	(6.8.2) 
In the z-direction, o/ ox(Q) + 8 /a (Q) + NJRX + N/Ri 
+ 2N
xy çy 
/R 	+ P = 0 	(6.8.3) 
q1ihrium of Moments 
About the x-axis, o/oy(M) + O/Ox(M) - 	= 0 	(6.9.1) 
About the y-axis, a/ax(M) + a/o(M) - Q = 0 	(6.9.2) 
From the equations (6.9.1 and 6.9.2) values of Qx
and Q can be 
obtained in terms of M, M and M and substituted in the equation
XY  
(6.8.3). Replacing N, 	N, M M and M in the equations (6.8.1 
to 6.8.3) by the displacement expressions from the equations (6.7.1 to 
6.7.6), the equations of equilibrium take the following form: 
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D( O2U/ôx2) -(DJR.+ /1D/R)(ô W/ôx) + 	+ /2)( ô2 / 	y) 
- /2)(a Fl/a y) + 	- 	)( aU/ôy) 
+P =0 x 
(6 • 10.1) 
12)( 	32/ô 	
2) -(D/R)(1 - )(ô w/o x) + 	(1 + /2)(ô 2u/a xô y) 
- (D/R 	+ /2 D/R)( ô w/(3 y) 	+ D( a2v/a y 2 ) 
+ P 	= 0 	 (6.10.2) 
y 
(DJR + /2D/R)(o U/ox) + (D/RX1 	/2)(O v/a x) 
+ (D/R + /1D/R)(OV/O y) + (D/RX1 -/2)(ou/ay) 
- (D)/RX2 + 2 I2D/RR + (2D(1 - /2) + D/R 2 )W 






These are the three basic equations of equilibriuii in terms of the three 
displacements U, V and W for a thin shallow doubly curved shell of hollow 
cross section, 
6,3 SOME PART 1015 ILR CASES 
From the above basic displacement equations expressions for some 
important particular cases can be derived. 
6.4 FlatP].hte Under Pure Bending 
In such case, 
1/R x = 1/Ri = 1/Ru = 0 
Therefore the equations (6.10.1 and 6.10.2) vanish and only the equation 
(6.10.3) exists in the form; 
_(K(a ,i/ Ox4. ) + 2K( ô/O x2(3 y2 ) + K( ai/o 	+z = 
(6,1111) 
111. 
6.5 Qylindrical Shell 
In this case, (Figure 6-7.), 
1/ax  = 1/Rxy = 0 
and 	hR = 1/R 
The equations (6.10.1 to 6.10.3) reduce to: 
D(ô 2U/ôx2 ) - (M D/d W/ôx) + (i +)( ô 2V/dxoy) 
+ (l -
tL 	au 8y2) + p = 0  
(]. -L)( ô 2v/o 2 ) + 	(i + 	)( ô 2U/ôxôy) - (D/RXoW/a y) 
+ D( ô2V/ôy2 ) + P = 0 	 (6.12.2) 
( D/RX au/a x) + (n/i( a v/a y) - ( D/R2 )ii - K( a 41 1 a x4 ) 
- 2K( d1W/dx2 dy2 ) - K(a4W/ay) + P 	0(6.12.3) 
6.6 Hyperbolic Paraboloid Shell 
For the hyperbolic paraboloid shell (Figure 6— ), the equation 
to the middle surface is of the form: 
zC 
V 
and l/R 	= 	1/ R 	= 	0 x y 
h/R 	C 	= 	1/1', 	where C 	= 	c/.m) 
The displacement equations take the form: 
D( ô 2U/ôx2 ) 	+ 	(i + 	)( o2v/oxoY) 	- (l _kL 	w, y) 
(l - 	)(a./a2) 	
+ 
= 	0 (6.13.1) 
(i -L)( a 2v/ox2 ) 	- 	(i - U )(ÔW/ôx) + 	(l +)( a 2u/oxô y ) 









4 - 	ô V/ ox + 0 U/a y - 2W/k) - (K( ow/O ) 
+ 2K(0 4W/8x2 0y2 ) + K ( 0 4W/8y4)) + P  
y 	 z 	
0 (6.13.3) 
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C H A P T E R 	7 
CONC LUS IONS 
7.1 CONCLUSIONS 
The main object of this project was to investigate the possibilities of 
the application of elastic theories to the plates and shells of hollow cross 
sections with special reference to the structures built of hollow clay blocks. 
With this in view the existing elastic equations have been modified so as to 
apply to structures of hollow cross section. 
The structures considered are: 
Plates - modified equation (2.10.1) Page 11. 
Cylindrical shells - modified equations (3.12.1 to 3.12.3) Page 50. 
Doubly curved shells - modified equations (6.10.1 to 6.10.3) Page 110. 
These equations are general and can be used for any cross section, including 
solid sections. In fact solid sections have been used to check the 
application of the equations. 
The modified equation obtained for plates of hollow cross section 
was solved for various boundary conditions by the Finite Difference/Computer 
method. As a check, a simply supported plate was also solved by Navier's 
method and the results, compared with those obtained by the Finite Difference 
method, were in close agreement. 
The experimental results obtained for plates under all the three 
boundary conditions were in close agreement with those obtained by the 
theoretical calculations. This justifies the validity of the modified 
equations for plates of hollow cross section. 
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3) The single eighth order differential equation (3.2.1), in terms 
of displacement W, developed in Chapter 3 was compared with the existing 
equation for a solid section by introducing appropriate data for a solid 
section (equations3.29.1 & 3.29.2). The modified equation was found to 
reduce to the standard shell equation. 
if) The three partial differential equations in terms of displacements 
U, V and W (equations 3.12.1 to 3.12.3) developed in Chapter 3 were also 
checked by solving a particular shell of solid section and comparing with 
published results. Agreement was found to be close. 
From the study of the influence of Poissonts ratio on the displace-
ment values for a cylindrical shell, fixed at edges and at end-arches, it was 
observed that the increase in the value of PoissonTs ratio decreases the 
values of V and W but on the other hand increases the U-values. 
The comparison of the values of the displacements and the moments 
for shells of six different cross sections showed that.these values decrease 
steadily with the increase in thedjstance between the slabs up to a certain 
limit beyond which the rate is lower. 
The comparison of the values of deflections and strains obtained 
by the theoretical calculations and by the experiments for perspex cylin-
drical shell of hollow cross sections under various boundary conditions 
were in close agrernents. The discrepancies were higher near the boundaries 
which cnight be due to the introduction of fictitious values in the theoretical 
calculations and also due to possible faults in the supports used in the 
tests. 
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The variation of rigidities at different cross sections of the shell 
due to cementing of the perspex strips, workmanship, method of loading and 
possible change of room temperature might be additional reasons for the 
discrepancies. 
In the case of a shell built of hollow clay blocks the experimental 
results were in close agreement with the theoretical results. As for the 
perspex shell, here also, discrepancies are higher near the boundaries. The 
discrepancies might be due to the reasons as mentioned in (7). 
Though the theoretical results for both the plates and the shells of 
hollow cross sections were in good agreement with the experimental results 
for the models tested it would have been interesting to comparo the results 
obtained from full scale tests but the author was unable to find any 
published results for comparison. 
7.2 FUTURE RESEARCH 
In this thesis only a few special cases were considered both for 
theoretical and experimental works. Further research should be undertaken 
to examine the validity of the equations developed in this thesis for other 
boundary conditions. 
In Chapter 6 three partial differential equations in terms of dis-
placements U, V and W for a doubly curved, shall have been developed. It 
would have been interesting to examine the validity, both theoretically and 
experimentally, of these equations for such a structure. 
During the tests, due to the change of room temperaturochanges in the 
values of deflactions and strains were observed. The effect of temperature 
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on such structures might form subjects of future research, 
L) Not much information regarding the basic properties (e.g. Poisson's 
ratio, Young's Modulus etc.) of clay block structures are available. As 
these are the important factors on which the behaviour of a structure 
depends, the author feels that further research work is needed to determine 
the basic properties of such materials. 
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